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Product return is a necessary part of the exchange process between companies and 

customers. It accounts for approximately 16% of total sales and a reduction in retailer / 

manufacturer profits by 3.8% on average.  However, industry data also indicates that a 

significant portion of products are returned for reasons other than product failure – e.g., change 

of mind, found a lower price elsewhere, or fraudulent and unethical reasons. Consequently, many 

firms (e.g., REI) have altered their generous return policies to protect their profits. However, it’s 

been found that the restricted return policy could also reduce customer satisfaction, increase the 

perceived risk, and thus negatively affect customers’ loyalty towards a particular store or firm. 

Thus having a restrictive return policy does not help either.  

Extant literature mainly focuses on return policies.  Little attention has been devoted to 

the product return behavior itself, thus missing the consumer’s perspective.  This study, 

therefore, focuses on understanding consumers’ return behaviors, including different types of 

return behaviors, and the drivers and consequences of these different return behaviors. Towards 

this goal, this study first categorizes all possible types of consumers’ return behaviors into two 

broad categories - legitimate return behaviors and opportunistic return behaviors. Second, both 

internal (i.e., variety seeking, impulsiveness, perceived uniqueness, materialism, level of 

morality, and self-monitoring) and external drivers (i.e., product compatibility, returning cost, 

perceived risk, complexity of procedure, and social group influence) of consumers’ product 

return behaviors are identified. Third, the relationship between these drivers of return behavior 

and the type of return behavior are examined.  Finally, the influence of these two different types 

of return behaviors on consumer’s re-patronage intention is examined.  



This study uses a survey method to collect data in two phases - pilot phase and main 

study.  In the pilot phase, data were collected from students and used to assess the factor 

structure, reliability and validity.  In the main study, data were collected from both students 

(N=367) and non-students using M-Turk (N=395). The psychometric properties of the scale 

items were once again assessed using covariance based Confirmatory Factor Analysis procedure.  

Finally, multivariate regression was used to test the hypothesized relationships between the 

drivers of return behavior, types of return behavior, and the re-patronage intention. 

The findings indicate that product compatibility and desire for uniqueness negatively 

influence legitimate return behavior; whereas impulsiveness, perceived risk and social group 

have a positive influence.  For opportunistic return behavior, social group and immorality 

positively influence both legitimate and opportunistic return behavior. However, other drivers 

have no influence on consumers’ return behavior. Finally, legitimate return behavior positively 

influences consumer’s re-patronage intention, while opportunistic return behavior has a negative 

influence.  

This study makes two major contributions. First, it contributes to the theoretical 

understanding of complex return behavior, including legitimate return and opportunistic return 

behavior, and thus adds depth to the literature of product returns. Second, by identifying the 

drivers of product return behaviors such as product compatibility, perceived risk of keeping the 

product, social group influence, and immorality, this study offers managers knowledge that will 

help reduce product returns, thus increasing their profits. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem Statement 

 Product return is a necessary part of the exchange/transaction process between buyers and 

sellers. For example, REI (Recreational Equipment Inc.), founded in 1938, has offered a “no 

question asked” return policy since the store opened. So does Nordstrom, which is famous for its 

generous return policy: “Nordstrom takes everything back”. According to legend, Nordstrom even 

took a set of snow tires back in 1970s. Regardless of the truth of the story, the fact is that Nordstrom 

has had a liberal return policy since the store opened (Grind, 2013). However, lately, both REI and 

Nordstrom have taken some criticism for the way their liberal return policies affect their profits. 

Customers take advantage of liberal return policies. It is reported (Grind, 2013) that recently, a 

customer in Washington State successfully returned a REI snow suit he bought to climb Mount 

Rainier in 1970. A customer in Texas successfully returned his REI backpack from 1976, almost 

40 years after it was purchased. Some people have returned items they purchased at yard sales or 

broken items they have found in dumpsters to REI for cash refunds (Grind, 2013). A friend told 

me that Nordstrom took back a 4-year-old pair of shoes that she was tired of.   

The examples illustrate that although product return is a necessary part in the exchange 

process, it can also be abused in ways that erode firm profits. Product returns cost U.S. 

manufacturers and retailers approximately $100 billion annually in lost sales through reboxing, 

restocking and reselling, reducing profits by 3.8% on average per retailer or manufacturer 

(Blanchard, 2007; Petersen and Kumar, 2009; Petersen and Kumar, 2012). According to 2014 

National Retail Federation (NRF) Return Fraud Survey, the retail industry lost approximately 

$10.9 billion to return fraud in 2014, $3.8 billion of which during the 2014 holiday season. In 
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addition, 72.7% of retailers reported experiencing wardrobing (means “Buying an item of clothing, 

wearing it for a while, and returning it in a such a state that the store has to accept it but can no 

longer resell it”-Urban dictionary) and other kinds of fraud returns in 2013, up from 65% in 2012 

and 61% in 2011. As evident from these numbers, the rate of product returns is increasing and the 

costs of product returns are too great to be ignored.  

Due to an increasing return policy abuse and return rate, many firms have altered their 

generous return policies to protect profits.  REI updated its return policy in June 2013, requiring 

customers to bring back merchandise within a year of purchase instead of the lifetime product 

returns. Some retailers even don’t accept returns for Halloween costumes, because some customers 

buy their costumes, wear them, and then try to return them after Halloween to get their money 

back. However, although some retailers restrict their return policies to reduce product returns, the 

restricted return policy could also reduce customer satisfaction, increase the perceived risk, and 

thus negatively affect customers’ decision making (Petersen and Kumar, 2009). Therefore, even if 

manufacturers and retailers hate product returns, smart companies are accepting them as bitter pills 

to be swallowed (Petersen and Kummar, 2012).  

To sum up, product returns are costing US retailers and manufacturers 3.8% in profits on 

average (Blanchard, 2007), but having a restrictive return policy is not the answer. When 

customers’ expectations have risen, business competition has become intense, and products have 

become increasingly complex, but effort to reduce return rate has not kept pace (Douthit, 2012). 

Thus the problem of returns needs to be comprehensively addressed. 

However, to date, our understanding of consumer’s return behavior is extremely limited. 

Little research has studied return behaviors in a comprehensive manner. (1) The extant researches 

either examine general return behaviors or investigate unethical return behaviors in a narrow way 
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such as merchandise borrowing or fraudulent returning. (2) The findings of the ethical literature 

have been inconsistent. Only Harris (2008) found a significant relationship between fraudulent 

return behavior and demographic factors, while other papers showed such relationship is 

insignificant. And (3) the majority of the ethical literature are qualitative research.  Only two of 

them are empirical studies (Johnson and Rhee, 2008; Harris, 2008), thus there is a lack of empirical 

evidence.  

To fill the gap, this study starts by analyzing consumers’ product return behaviors. 

According to Petersen and Kumar (2009), product failure is not the main reason for product 

returns.  Product failure only accounts for 5% of total returns. Thus, 95% of products are returned 

for reasons other than product failure such as customers change their mind, find a lower price 

elsewhere, or return the item for fraudulent reasons. Therefore, there are various product return 

behaviors.  

The main objectives of this study are to investigate different return behaviors, identify the 

drivers of return behaviors, and examine the consequence of return behaviors. By understanding 

various product return behaviors and identifying the drivers of these behaviors, managers will 

better understand consumer return behaviors and thus manager product returns. In this dissertation, 

first, all possible types of consumers’ return behaviors are categorized into two broad areas - 

legitimate return behaviors and opportunistic return behaviors. Second, internal (i.e., variety 

seeking, or impulsiveness) and external drivers (i.e., product compatibility, returning cost, or social 

group influence) of consumers’ product return behaviors are identified and the relationship 

between these drivers and the two types of return behaviors are examined. Third, the influence of 

the two different return behaviors on consumers’ repatronage intention is examined. Overall, this 
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study is more complex than previous studies and thus extends the extant product return literature 

to a great extent.  

 

Scope of the Study 

Consumers engage in various product return behaviors. In this section, these return 

behaviors are disclosed to identify the drivers of product return behaviors. Specifically, this section 

consists of three parts: types of return behaviors, internal drivers, and external drivers.  

 

Types of Product Return Behaviors 

(1) To start with, the simplest return behavior is when the product cannot fulfill needs. 

Type I: Lack of need fulfillment. Customers return products when the product is defective 

or the seller accidentally sells customer the wrong product. With this type of return, managers 

could actually improve product/service quality to reduce product returns. These types of product 

returns account for 5% of all returns (Lawton, 2008). 

(2) However, there are situations when the product fulfills the needs, but the customer 

returns the product anyway. These behaviors can be grouped into three categories. 

Type II: Buyer’s remorse. The top two reasons of consumers’ product returns are “No 

Problem Found” and “Buyer’s Remorse” (Lawton 2008; Petersen and Kummar, 2012).  Some 

customers have buyer’s remorse and change their minds after purchase, which could be driven by 

factors that are internal or external to the consumers. For example, hedonic consumers shop for 

fun and enjoy shopping experiences (Holbrook and Hirschman, 1982); they are impulsive and 

sometimes buy things without thinking, and they also seek variety to satisfy shopping desires. Thus 

they are more likely to return their purchases. Some customers return products because they are 
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influenced by important others (Johnson and Rhee, 2008). If a consumer’s family members or 

friends hold positive opinions about the purchase, the consumer is less likely to return the product. 

If the family members or friends hold a negative opinion, however, the chance of the product being 

returned is high.  

Type III: The influence of external market. If a new product is launched with the same 

price but improved function, the consumer would like to return the older model for the newer 

model. In addition, if other competitors offer the identical product at a lower price, the consumer 

is more likely to return the higher priced product in order to purchase the lower priced product.  

Type IV: Unethical returns.  Many product returns occur because of immoral/unethical 

return behaviors (Lee, 2009).  One type of unethical return behavior, called “merchandise 

borrowing” (Piron and Young, 2000; Johnson and Rhee, 2008), is defined as purchasing items 

with the intention to return the items once they have been used satisfactorily (Johnson and Rhee, 

2008, pg. 1). For example, some customers buy Halloween costumes, wear them and then try to 

return them after Halloween to get money back. There are also other dishonest return behaviors 

that customers engage in at the expense of manufacturers or retailers. For instance, some people 

buy a product at a lower price in one store and return it to another store for full price. Some people 

change price tags and return the product with a tag with a higher price. Shoplifters also return the 

stolen items for store credit.  

The aforementioned four types of behaviors – lack of need fulfillment, buyer’s remorse, 

influence of external market, and unethical returns -- capture all the possible consumer return 

behaviors in the market. Some return behaviors are acceptable in a mature market, such as the US 

market, while others are not. In this study, the four types of return behaviors can be further grouped 

into two categories - legitimate return behaviors and opportunistic return behaviors. 
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Legitimate return behaviors are those return behaviors that are acceptable in a mature 

market, including returns due to product defects, sellers’ fault, buyers’ remorse, or a changed 

external market. Thus the first three types of return behaviors are classified as legitimate return 

behaviors.  

According to Williamson (1981), opportunism is self-interest seeking with guile 

(Williamson, 1981), while guile means using cunning or dishonest methods to achieve something. 

In this study, type IV return behavior is classified as opportunistic return behavior, which involves 

dishonest or unethical return behaviors including merchandise borrowing and other related 

cheating behaviors as specified in Type IV.  

After identifying various return behaviors, this study tries to understand the factors driving 

these behaviors. The following sections will introduce internal and external drivers that could 

influence consumer product return behavior. 

 

Internal Drivers to Consumers 
 

Some internal drivers influence consumer behavior, including variety seeking, 

impulsiveness, desire for product uniqueness, level of morality, self-monitoring, and materialism 

(e.g., McAlister and Pessemier, 1982; Lynn and Harris, 1997; Wirtz and Kum, 2004).  

Variety seeking behavior has been widely discussed in marketing literature since 1982 

when McAlister and Pessemier studied the cause of variability and defined the taxonomy of varied 

behavior. According to McAlister and Pessemier (1982), variety seeking behavior consists of 

switching among various products, switching among service alternatives, switching among various 

activities, and etc. Previous researches suggest that variety seeking positively associates with 
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consumer behaviors such as product choice, loyalty and consumption (i.e., Kahn and Louie, 1990; 

Kahn and Raju, 1991).  

Impulsiveness reflects behaviors with little or no forethought, reflection, or consideration 

of the consequences (VandenBos, 2007). According to Daruna and Barnes (1993), impulsive 

actions are typically poorly conceived, prematurely expressed, unduly risky, or inappropriate to 

the situation that often results in undesirable consequences. Extant literature suggests that 

impulsiveness is closely related to consumer behaviors, and has been a topic for consumer research 

for over half a century (e.g., Clover, 1950; West, 1951).  

A desire for product uniqueness refers to the extent to which a consumer desires as 

dissimilarity to others (Snyder, 1992). In general, the desire for product uniqueness will increase 

a consumer’s motivation to acquire and possess products that few others possess (Lynn and Harris, 

1997).  Thus consumers with stronger needs for product uniqueness are more likely to buy a 

product if it is rare and they enjoy having things that others don’t have (Franke and Schreier, 2008).  

The level of morality is a predictor of action (Kohlberg, 1969). Generally, greater maturity 

of moral judgment can lead to a higher level of morality, which leads to greater possibility of 

individuals behaving morally (Kohlberg, 1969).  

Self-monitoring is another predictor of action. High and low self-monitors differ in the 

extent to which people want to adapt themselves to different social situations (Wirtz and Kum, 

2004). High self-monitors constantly watch other people and are sensitive to how other people see 

them; they are more likely to behave in a way other people prefer. Low self-monitors are less 

concerned with the perceptions of others; they are more likely to pursue self-interests when doing 

something (Wirtz and Kum, 2004). Thus high or low self-monitoring is one of the predictors of 

consumer behavior.  
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Materialistic consumers attach a significant amount of importance to worldly possessions, 

exhibit traits of envy, non-generosity, and possessiveness (Belk 1984, Rosenbaum and Kuntze, 

2003, pg. 1071). According to this definition, materialistic consumers enjoy possessions, pursue 

happiness through possessions (Richins and Dawson, 1992), and focus on benefiting themselves 

at the expense of others (Rosenbaum and Kuntze, 2003).  

Based on the literature (e.g., Snyder, 1992; VandenBos, 2007; Kahn and Raju, 1991; 

Rosenbaum and Kuntze, 2003), the aforementioned internal factors are good indictors of consumer 

behaviors. This study examine if these internal factors are associated with different return 

behaviors.  

 

External Drivers to Consumers 

Besides internal factors, external drivers can also influence consumer behaviors (Mowen 

and Minor, 2006). For example, the important others influence a consumer’s decision making 

(Johnson and Rhee, 2008). If a customer purchases a new item of clothing, and a close family 

member points out that the new item of clothing does not look good, he/she may decide to return 

the item based solely upon their disapproval. Besides, the perceived risk could also influence a 

consumer’s decision to return the product. A buyer may realize, after making an expensive 

purchase, that the big purchase will cause financial problems in the near future, so he/she decides 

to return that expensive item. A buyer may purchase an expensive item then begin to worry about 

its performance in the long run. For instance, I was once persuaded to buy a $2000 whole body 

massage chair in a shopping mall. The 20 minutes try experience was fantastic. The comfortable 

massage made me feel sitting in heaven. However, I didn’t buy it because I was afraid that the 

chair’s performance would quickly degrade that the maintenance costs would be high. Thus all of 
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these external drivers influence consumers’ decision making to some extent. This study discusses 

some external drivers -- product compatibility, perceived risk, perceived returning cost, 

complexity of procedure, and social group influence -- that could potentially influence consumers’ 

product return behaviors.  

Perceived product compatibility is the degree to which a consumer believes that a product 

is well suited to his/her needs and lifestyle (Meuter et al., 2005). Generally, consumers develop 

expectations of how a product should perform (Hunt, 1991). Thus products are more likely to be 

returned if performance is below expectations.  

In this study, perceived risk is defined as a consumer’s perception of the overall negativity 

of keeping the product based on an assessment of the possible negative outcomes, including 

financial risk and performance risk (Dowling, 1986). According to Mowen and Minor (2006), 

financial risk is the risk that the outcome will harm the consumer financially. For instance, if I 

know the price will be reduced in the future, I am likely to return it now and buy it later to reduce 

my financial loss. Performance risk is the risk that the product will not perform as expected in the 

long run. As a previous example mentioned before, I did not buy a massage chair because the 

perceived performance risk is high in the near future.  

Perceived returning cost refers to a consumer’s attitude regarding the time and effort 

needed in order to return the item at a certain store. For example, if some factors are low -- the 

distance to return the item, the return shipping costs, the restocking fee, or if some factors are high 

– the convenience of the store, the availability of customer services --  the customer may be more 

inclined to return the item. 

Complexity refers to complicatedness and difficulty (Benedettini and Neely, 2012). In the 

current study, the complexity of procedure refers to the extent to which the consumer perceives 
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the return policies and procedures are complicated or difficult. The rationale is that if the perceived 

return procedure is so complicated that customers have to go through several steps in order to get 

refund, they are less likely to return the product for fear of wasting time, especially when the 

product price is low.  

Persuasion that comes from members of a social group can influence a person’s behavior 

(Cialdini and Trost, 1998; Johnson and Rhee, 2008). Human beings are social beings and have a 

basic need to belong, to fit into a social group. People in their social group can influence consumer 

behaviors in both negative and positive ways. If a consumer’s family members or friends hold a 

positive attitude towards the purchase, he/she will more likely be happy with the purchase. If 

members of the social group hold a negative attitude towards the purchase, the consumer will more 

likely feel unsatisfactory, thus increasing the chance of return.  

To sum up, this study takes the stance that consumer’ return behaviors could be influenced 

by both internal and external factors to consumers, which will be further explained in Chapter 2. 

Contributions of study follow up in the following section to end Chapter 1.  

 

Contributions of the Study 

Overall, this study is the first one to examine consumer product returns in a comprehensive 

way. Specifically, (a) this study identifies two broad types of return behavior – legitimate return 

behavior and opportunistic return behavior. Then, (b) the internal and external factors leading to 

the two types of return behaviors are identified and their influence on return behaviors are 

examined, and (c) the consequence of the return is also investigated. Therefore, this study makes 

great contributions to the extant literature.  
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This study also has several managerial contributions. By understanding the reasons of 

different return behaviors, managers can actually reduce product return rate. In addition, although 

it’s difficult to change an individual’s personal traits (i.e., morality level), managers can educate 

their consumers by making it clear that unethical behaviors not only hurt sellers, but eventually 

hurt consumers since the retailers will have to increase the product price or make a less friendly 

return policy should fraudulent returns continue.  

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, Chapter 2 reviews the comprehensive 

literature, describes the theoretical background, and develops the hypotheses. Chapter 3 describes 

the data collection process and proposes methodology. Finally, Chapter 4 discusses the findings 

and summarizes the contributions of the study.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

While product returns have been increasing rapidly over the last 20 years, academic 

researchers have been slow to investigate the antecedents and consequences of product returns. In 

general, scholars have looked at the return policies and firms’ profit lost due to product returns 

(e.g., Padmanabhan and Png, 1997). Others have begun to examine general return behaviors (e.g., 

Petersen and Kumar, 2009) or specific immoral return behaviors (e.g., King and Dennis, 2006). 

Despite these efforts, there is still much to be learned about consumer product return behaviors. 

This study focuses on different types of return behaviors that are broadly grouped into legitimate 

and opportunistic return behaviors, and the drivers and consequences of such behaviors. 

The literature review is divided into two major parts. The first part is a review of the product 

returns literature, including two research streams - return policies and product return behaviors. 

These research streams look at the product return issues either from a firm’s or a consumer’s 

perspective. The second part is a review of the ethical literature, focusing on immoral behaviors 

that have been studied in this area.  

Return Policy 

A number of researchers have examined the influence of return policies on both firms and 

consumers. This section provides an overview of key findings of some return policy research.  

From a firm’s perspective, return policies have been associated with firm profits. For 

example, Padmanabhan and Png (1997) suggest that a lenient return policy can increase the 

manufacturer’s profit with increasing retail competition. Emmons and Gilbert (1998) find both the 

manufacturer and retailer benefit from the manufacturer’s generous return policy. 
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From a consumer’s perspective, the two typical return policy researchers are Wood (2001) 

and Bonifield et al. (2010). Wood (2001) investigates the influence of retailers’ return policy on 

consumers’ purchase decision, indicating that the lenient return policy reduces consumers’ product 

search time and increases their pre-receipt expectations of product quality. Bonifield et al. (2010) 

examine the relationship between perceived product quality and lenient return policy and find a 

positive relationship between perceived quality and lenient return policy. 

As we can see, the aforementioned return policy researches in product return literature are 

not related to this study, and thus are not the focus of literature review. The summary of return 

policy literature is presented in Table 1.1. 

 
Table 1.1  

Summary of Literature Review-Return Policy 

Literature Authors Findings/Contributions Gaps 
 

 
 
Return 
policy 

Padmanabhan 
and Png (1997) 

A lenient return policy can increase the 
manufacturer’s profit with increasing 
retail competition 

 
 
 
The research stream 
of return policy is 
not related to this 
study, and thus is not 
the focus of literature 
review. 

Emmons and 
Gilbert (1998) 

Both the manufacturer and retailer benefit 
from the manufacturer’s generous return 
policy. 

Wood (2001) The lenient return policy reduces 
consumers’ product search time and 
increases their pre-receipt expectations of 
product quality. 

Bonifield et al. 
(2010) 

There is a positive relationship between 
perceived quality and lenient return 
policy. 
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Product Returns 

The effect of product returns also has been studied from both a firm’s and a consumer’s 

perspective. From a firm’s perspective, a number of studies have investigated how to reduce the 

unavoidable cost of product returns. For example, Min et al. (2006) examine the ways of managing 

product returns through cost saving perspective such as determining the number and location of 

centralized return centers. Shulman and Savaskan (2009) find that returns are still part of the 

product sales process even there is fit between consumer preference and product characteristics. 

They suggest that consumer purchase and return decisions are influenced by the seller’s pricing 

and restocking fee policy. 

From a consumer’s perspective, four articles have examined consumer product returns 

focusing on general return behavior, which is called legitimate return behavior in the current study. 

For example, Jiang and Rosenbloom (2005) study the influence of price perception and post-

purchase satisfaction on online return intention and find that after-delivery satisfaction has a much 

stronger influence on both overall customer satisfaction and product return intention than price 

perception has. Bechwati and Siegal (2005) develop a framework to examine the choice process 

on product returns. They find the likelihood of product returns is influenced by choice product 

alternatives and a consumer’s level of involvement.  

Petersen and Kumar (2009) examine the antecedents and consequences of product returns. 

They find that some antecedents such as past gift, past sales or past new channel purchase 

negatively influence product return behaviors. However, holiday purchases and new product 

category purchases positively influence product return behavior. Petersen and Kumar (2014) 

examine the relationship between customer perceived risk and product return behaviors and 
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suggest that satisfactory product return experiences can actually benefit firms by lowering the 

customer’s perceived risk of current and future purchases.  

While the aforementioned research in the literature are too limited by only focusing on 

general product return behaviors assuming customers will not intentionally disrupt service 

encounters (Harris, 2008), some scholars examine return behaviors from a broader ethical 

perspective such as deshopping (King and Dennis, 2006) and merchandise borrowing (Johnson 

and Rhee, 2008). The following section explains why we need to study return behavior from an 

ethical perspective and reviews the key researches that relate to the current study. 

The summary of product return literature review is presented in Table 1.2. 

 
Table 1.2 

 Summary of Literature Review-Product Returns 

Literature Authors Findings/Contributions Gaps 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Product 
returns 

Min et al. (2006) They examine the ways of managing product returns 
through cost saving perspective such as determining the 
number and location of centralized return centers 

 
 
 
 
 
These papers 
only focus on 
general return 
behaviors, and 
overlook the 
unethical part of 
return behaviors. 

Shulman and 
Savaskan (2009) 

Consumer purchase and return decisions are influenced by 
the seller’s pricing and restocking fee policy, not the fit 
between consumers preference and product characteristics. 

Jiang and 
Rosenbloom 
(2005) 

They find after-delivery satisfaction has a much stronger 
influence on both overall customer satisfaction and product 
return intention than price perception. 

Bechwati and 
Siegal (2005) 

The likelihood of product returns is influenced by the 
choice of product alternatives and consumers’ level of 
involvement. 

Petersen and 
Kumar (2009) 

They suggest that some antecedents such as past gift, past 
sales or past new channel purchase negatively influence 
product return behaviors. However, holiday purchase and 
new product category purchase positively influence product 
return behavior. 

Peterson and 
Kumar (2014) 

Satisfactory product return experiences can actually benefit 
firms by lowering the customer’s perceived risk of current 
and future purchases. 
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Ethical Perspective 

According to Craciun (2006), unethical behavior refers to cheating, unfair, or deceptive 

behaviors that reflect relatively minor instances of self-interest and fall outside the provenance of 

the legal system. 

Today, unethical behavior is becoming an everyday matter and it can be found everywhere, 

including the workplace (e.g., employee cheating on work report), academia (e.g., students 

cheating on exams), social situations (e.g., engaging in favoritism, excluding other on the basis of 

gender, race, or sexual orientation), and the marketplace (e.g., abusing return policy, reporting 

false accident claims, downloading pirated music) (Craciun, 2006, pg.1).  

Although research in diverse areas has studied unethical behavior, interest in the study of 

unethical behavior in consumer behavior research is growing quickly since unethical behavior has 

a nontrivial consequence for firms who may experience consumer deception (Mazar and Ariely, 

2006). Specifically, this study is interested in one of the unethical behaviors in the marketplace -- 

unethical product return behavior.  

A number of studies have focused on such consumers unethical behavior as immoral 

behavior, fraudulent behavior, retail borrowing behavior, and deshopping behavior (e.g., Wilkes, 

1978; Schmidt et al., 1999; Wirtz and Kum, 2004; Johnson and Rhee, 2008). For example, 

Schmidt, Sturrock, Ward, and Lee-Greenwood (1999) are the first in the literature to examine 

product returns from an ethical perspective, which they named as deshopping. They explore 

deshopping behavior in a qualitative study and define deshopping as the deliberate return of goods 

for reasons other than actual faults in the product, in its pure form premeditated prior to and during 

the consumption experience (Schmidt et al., 1999, pg.2). The qualitative findings suggest that 

gender and age have no influence on deshoppers. Overall, deshopping is just a very narrow facet 
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of all unethical return behaviors. The contribution of their paper is that they explore the topic of 

deshopping behavior for the future research.  

King and Dennis (2006) borrow the definition of deshopping from Schmidt et al. (1999) 

and examine deshopping from a consumer’s perspective using qualitative analysis to gain a deeper 

understanding of the behavior such as the influence of attitude toward deshopping behavior, 

subjective norm, and behavior control on deshopping intention.  

Piron and Young (2000) use the term “retail borrowing” to investigate unethical behavior.  

They asked 310 student participants to answer four open ended questions such as (1) had they ever 

borrowed; (2) which product(s) had they borrowed; (3) why they deemed borrowing necessary; 

and (4) which emotions and thoughts accompanied the behavior. Their study offers some insights 

into retail borrowing including the reasons behind retail borrowing, gender effects, and income 

effects. However, the proposed gender and income effects on retail borrowing were not supported.  

Johnson and Rhee (2008) investigate consumer traits, demographic characteristics and 

social groups that could influence merchandise borrowing, which is defined as purchasing items 

with the intention to return them once they have been used satisfactorily. They collected 274 

students’ samples and the results indicate that social group influence and prior borrowing 

experiences are positively related to merchandise borrowing behavior. Retail employment status 

(full-time vs. part-time or unemployed) is negatively related to merchandise behavior. However, 

the influence of personal traits such as cynicism and materialism on merchandise borrowing is not 

significant. 

Harris (2008) conducts an empirical analysis about fraudulent return proclivity. He defines 

fraudulent return as -- consumers taking back goods to a retailer knowing that such return is 

contrary to a firm or legal rules or regulations governing such returns, including returning 
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functional but used or consumer damaged goods (Harris, 2008, pg, 461). He finds that fraudulent 

return behaviors are linked to demographic (e.g., sex, age, and level of education) and 

psychographic factors (e.g., past experience of fraudulent returning, knowledge of returning rules 

and regulations, social norms). The summary of ethical literature review is presented in Table 1.3. 

 
Table 1.3  

Summary of Literature Review – Ethical Literature 

Literature  Authors Findings/Contributions Gaps 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ethical 
literature 

Schmidt et al. 
(1999) 

This is the first one in the literature to examine 
product returns from ethical perspective, which was 
named by them as deshopping behavior. They 
explore the topic of deshopping behavior for the 
future research using a number of qualitative focus 
groups and interviews. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These articles only focus 
on a very narrow facet 
(e.g., deshopping, 
merchandise borrowing) 
of unethical return 
behaviors. And most of 
them are qualitative 
research. We need a 
complex understanding 
of return behaviors and 
also need strong 
empirical support. 

King and 
Dennis (2006) 

They examine deshopping from consumers’ 
perspective using qualitative analysis to gain a 
deeper understanding of the behavior such as the 
influence of attitude toward deshopping behavior, 
subjective norm, and behavior control on deshopping 
intention. 

Piron and 
Young (2000) 

The study offers some insights of retail borrowing 
(another name of deshopping behavior), including 
the reasons of borrowing, gender effects, and income 
effects. However, the proposed gender and income 
effects on retail borrowing were not supported 

Johnson and 
Rhee (2008) 

The results indicate that social group influence and 
prior borrowing experiences are positively related to 
merchandise borrowing behavior. Retail 
employment status (full-time VS. part-time or 
unemployed) is negatively related to merchandise 
behavior. However, the influence of personal traits 
such as cynicism and materialism on merchandise 
borrowing is not significant. 

Harris (2008) This is an empirical analysis about fraudulent return 
proclivity. He suggest that fraudulent return 
behaviors are linked to demographics (e.g., sex, age, 
and level of education) and psychographic (e.g., past 
experience of fraudulent returning, knowledge of 
returning rules and regulations, social norms) 
factors. 
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Overarching Theory 

Introduction 

There is no single theory that can explain product return behavior. Several theories relate 

to return behaviors. For example, social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986, 1999) posits that an 

individual’s knowledge acquisition is influenced by the interactions of social and environmental 

factors as well as personal characteristics and experience. This dissertation proposes that various 

factors drive product return behavior, including internal drivers and external drivers, which are a 

combination of social, environmental, and personal influencers.  

Another theory is the social network perspective. Brass, Butterfield and Skaggs (1998) 

explained unethical behavior using a social network perspective, which takes stance that human 

beings live within a network of relationships (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). The unethical behavior 

is a result of the combination of individual characteristics and social influence (Brass et al., 1998). 

In the product return context, this theory emphasizes the social influence on a consumer’s return 

behaviors.  

A third theory is self-regulatory theory, which posits that individuals set goals, achieve 

goals, and assess the progress toward these goals (e.g., Carver and Scheier, 1998; De Bock and 

Van Kenhove, 2010). Since these three steps - goal setting, reinforcement and evaluation -- have 

a major impact on people’s thoughts, feelings, and actions (Higgins, 1998), the self-regulatory 

theory has been used to explain consumer ethics (De Bock and Van Kenhove, 2010).  

The confirmation/disconfirmation (C/D) framework (Oliver, 1980), also called the 

customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction or disconfirmation expectancy framework, posits that 

customers develop product expectations and then develop complaining behavior (e.g., negative 

word of mouth, product return, exchange) by comparing their expectations to product performance. 
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C/D framework has been widely examined in complaining literature (e.g., Blodgett et al., 1993) 

and is able to explain the complaining behavior due to an unsatisfactory purchase.  

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991) has been widely used to control 

undesirable behavior. For example, King and Dennis (2006) use TPB to explain deshopping 

behavior, and suggests that deshopping behavior is influenced by attitudes toward the behavior, 

subjective norms and perceived behavioral control.  

Overall, the aforementioned theories approach return behavior from different perspectives. 

Since product return behavior is complex and consists of both legitimate returns and opportunistic 

returns, none of the aforementioned theories can explain the whole phenomena. Thus this study 

focuses on C/D and TPB to explain the complex framework, which will be further specified in the 

following sessions.  

 

Confirmation/Disconfirmation Framework (C/D) 

According to Blodgett, Granbois, and Walters (1993), confirmation/disconfirmation 

(Oliver, 1980) is an evaluative process whereby a consumer compares a product’s actual 

performance to his or her expectations of that product (Blodgett et al., 1994, pg. 403). Generally, 

customers develop product expectations about how a product should perform. When the product 

performs as expected, there is confirmation. When the product performs beyond the expectations, 

there is positive disconfirmation; otherwise there is negative disconfirmation (Oliver 1980). Since 

negative disconfirmation leads to dissatisfaction, C/D has become the conceptual foundation for 

the study of complaining behavior (Blodgett et al., 1994).  

It’s suggested that there are a couple of theories that supplement C/D such as equity theory 

and attribution theory (Mowen and Minor, 2006).  In equity theory (Adams, 1965), consumers 
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compare the ratio of output/input, and the product with a higher ratio is perceived to be more 

satisfying. According to attribution theory (Folks, 1984), consumers attribute the reasons of 

consequence to internal and external factors. If they attribute the reason of consequence to 

themselves, there will not be dissatisfaction. However, if the cause is attributed to the external 

factors, the consumer will feel dissatisfied (Hunt, 1977).  

Therefore, in this product return context, C/D can be used to explain legitimate return 

behavior which is caused by an unsatisfactory purchase. Since opportunistic return behavior occurs 

not due to dissatisfaction, C/D is not sufficient to explain it. Hence, theory of planned behavior is 

used to explain the opportunistic return behavior, which will be introduced in the following part.  

 

Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) 

Theory of planned behavior (TPB) is an improved version of the theory of reasoned action 

with an addition of behavior control as a new variable (Ajzen, 1991). TPB has been used to explain 

undesirable behaviors (e.g., King and Dennis, 2006) 

According to TPB, the intention to perform a behavior is influenced by attitudes toward 

the behavior, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control. Subjective norms concern the 

extent to which other people are aware of the behavior. The more an individual perceives that 

important others think he/she should engage in the behavior, the greater an individual’s motivation 

to comply with those others expectations (Lwin and Williams, 2003, pg. 261). In this study, factors 

such as the level of morality, self-monitoring, materialism, and social group influence are 

considered as subjective norms. For instance, individuals with low level of morality don’t have a 

strong belief about what is wrong or what is right, and they don’t care how others view their 

actions.  
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Perceived behavioral control refers to the ease or difficulty of performing a behavior (King 

and Dennis, 2006). In this study, factors such as returning cost and complexity of procedure 

influence perceived behavioral control. If the perceived returning cost is high, e.g., the retailer 

charges a high restocking fee or online return shipping, performing the opportunistic return 

behavior will be difficult since customers who intentionally return the product will have to pay for 

their behaviors.  

In summary, an overwhelming proportion of relevant literature provides strong evidence 

that C/D explains legitimate return behavior and TPB explains opportunistic return behavior. 

Therefore, together, the theories of C/D and TPB are considered to be the most appropriate and 

overarching framework in this study. Relying on the discussion so far (including C/D and TPB), 

this study takes the stance that consumers’ product return behavior could be influenced by both 

internal and external factors to consumers. The next section leads to the hypotheses development.  

  

Hypotheses Development 

Internal Drivers to Consumers  

Several internal drivers of consumers’ behaviors have been widely discussed in the 

marketing literature (e.g., McAlister and Pessemier, 1982; Lynn and Harris, 1997; Wirtz and Kum, 

2004). Some of these drives include variety seeking, impulsiveness, desire for product uniqueness, 

level of morality, self-monitoring, and materialism. 

Variety seeking has generated considerable interest among consumer researchers. It is a 

personal motive that drives consumer behavior (Hoyer and Ridgway, 1984). While variety seeking 

is generally thought to relate to the area of marketing, the majority of research only focuses on 

examining variety seeking and purchase behavior. Specifically the research illustrates the 
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connection between variety seeking and brand switching (Givon, 1984; Kahn and Isen, 1993; Van 

Trijp et al., 1996; Sánchez‐García et al., 2012), consumer innovativeness and new product 

adoption (Hirschman, 1980; Manning et al., 1995; Hirunyawipada and Paswan, 2006), and 

utilization of social media (Arnett, 1995). The findings show that consumers with a high level of 

variety seeking are more likely to switch brands and thus have low level of loyalty (Van Trijp et 

al., 1996). However, they are more likely to pursue innovative products since they seek product 

novelty (Manning et al., 1995).  

Based on these findings, this study assumes that the concept of variety seeking may have 

an influence on product return behavior. Since consumers with a high level of variety seeking seek 

product novelty and are more likely to switch brands and products, this study hypothesizes that 

these types of consumers are more likely to change their minds and thus have more intention to 

return the product afterwards.  

H1: Variety seeking is positively associated with legitimate return behavior.  

Research has established the relationship between impulse and consumers’ decision 

making (e.g., Hoch and Loewenstein, 1991; Shiv and Fedorikhin, 1999). Impulsiveness is often 

negatively associated with the consequences of decision making (Hoch and Loewenstein, 1991). 

According to Puri (1996), high and low level of impulsiveness differ in the level of cognition 

related to the behavior. Generally, less impulsive people would like to spend more time thinking 

about the consequence of purchase, and thus engage in greater cognition compared to more 

impulsive people (Shiv and Fedorikhin, 1999). This suggests that more impulsive people use less 

cognition in the decision making process. They make decision without thinking, and are more 

likely to change their minds during the decision making process. Previous research mainly focuses 

on linking impulsiveness and buying behavior. Relying on these arguments, this study 
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hypothesizes that there is a positive relationship between impulsiveness and legitimate product 

return behavior. In other words, the higher the level of impulsiveness, the higher the consumers’ 

legitimate return behavior.  

H2: Impulsiveness is positively associated with legitimate return behavior. 

According to Lynn and Harris (1997), the desire for uniqueness is a goal-oriented state 

which varies across individuals. In general, the desire for uniqueness (1) increases consumers’ 

efforts to acquire and possess products that few others possess, and (2) increases the possession of 

the scarce products (Lynn and Harris, 1997).  

One way customers satisfy their desire for uniqueness is by obtaining the rare and hard to 

find products (Franke and Schreier, 2008). For example, some people are interested in collecting 

antiques, which are extremely difficult to find. And thus once they get a chance to obtain an 

antique, they are unlikely to relinquish it. This suggests that customers with a high desire for 

uniqueness cherish the rare product they owned, and thus are less likely to change their minds 

afterwards to make a legitimate return. Besides, since the unique product is rare and difficult to 

obtain, once people with a high desire for uniqueness obtain this kind of product, they are less 

likely to behave dishonestly to make a fraudulent return. Thus it can be argued that consumers 

with desire for uniqueness will be driven by their desire for uniqueness. This will prompt them to 

be very selective in their purchase and once they buy it, they are less likely to return the product. 

Based on the above argument, the following hypotheses are suggested: 

H3: Desire for uniqueness is negatively associated with legitimate return behavior.  

H4: Desire for uniqueness is negatively associated with opportunistic return behavior. 

According to Kohlberg (1969), an individual’s level of morality can be quite a powerful 

and meaningful predictor of action. A low level of morality relates to low self-control, which 
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increases the risk of offending and other deviant behaviors (Gottfredson and Hirschi, 1990). 

However, a high level of morality increases the chances of a person behaving morally (Kohlberg, 

1969; Wirtz and Kum, 2004). The existing literature suggest a negative relationship between the 

level of morality and cheating behaviors such as cheating on income taxes or in academics 

(Malinowski and Smith, 1985; Ghosh and Crain, 1995). In the marketing area, this relationship 

has been confirmed in studies on shoplifting and cheating in product service guarantees (Wirtz and 

Kum, 2004). Following this logic, it is hypothesized that consumers with a high level of morality 

are unlikely to return the product opportunistically, whereas consumers with a low level of 

morality are more likely to return the product opportunistically because they don’t have a strong 

belief about what’s right and what’s wrong.  

H5: Immorality is positively associated with opportunistic return behavior. 

Self-monitoring refers to the extent to which individuals would like to adapt themselves to 

different social situations (Snyder, 1974). High self-monitors are sensitive to other people, and are 

more likely to adjust themselves to different social situation because they care how other people 

see them. Low self-monitors are less concerned with the perception of others and thus are less 

likely to change themselves (Wirtz and Kum, 2004). Self-monitoring is an indicator of consumer 

behaviors. For example, it is suggested that there is negative relationship between self-monitoring 

and cheating behavior. In other words, low self-monitors are more likely to cheat on service 

guarantees than high-monitors are (Wirtz and Kum, 2004). Following this logic, this study 

suggests that self-monitoring would affect opportunistic return behavior in a similar way.  

H6: Self-monitoring is negatively associated with opportunistic return behavior.  

Materialistic consumers are those consumers who exhibit envy and possessiveness and 

view possessions as significantly important in their lives (Belk, 1984). It’s suggested that 
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materialistic consumers have acquisition centrality, pursue happiness through acquisition, and 

judge success by the number of their possessions (Richins and Dawson, 1992; Rosenbaum and 

Kuntze, 2003; Johnson and Rhee, 2008). Materialistic individuals focus on satisfying self and 

engage in behaviors that benefit themselves but harm others (Rosenbaum and Kuntze, 2003). 

Relying on these arguments, this study hypothesizes that materialistic consumers are more likely 

to do opportunistic return. 

H7: Materialism is positively associated with opportunistic return behavior.  

 

External Drivers to Consumers  

Similarly, marketing literature has identified several external drivers to consumers (i.e., 

Meuter et al., 2005; Johnson and Rhee, 2008; Fullerton and Punj, 1993), including product 

compatibility, returning cost, complexity of procedure, and social group influence.  

The confirmation/disconfirmation (C/D) framework (Oliver, 1980) provides a basic 

framework for consumers complaining behavior. Marketers should be able to provide a product to 

fulfill customers’ needs and wants. If customers think the product is not what they expected, they 

will feel dissatisfaction. While satisfaction often leads to brand loyalty or repeat purchases, 

dissatisfaction results in redress seeking behavior such as complaining, product returning, or 

seeking an exchange (Blodgett, Granbois, and Walters, 1994). Thus the C/D framework suggests 

that if the product is not compatible with customers’ needs or does not perform in the way the 

customer expected, the customer is are more likely to return the product.  

H8: Product compatibility is negatively associated with legitimate return behavior.  

In the current study, the perceived risk of keeping the product is defined as a consumer’s 

perception of the overall negativity of keeping the product based on an assessment of the possible 
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negative outcomes, including financial risk, performance risk, and social risk and of the likelihood 

that those outcomes will occur (Dowling, 1986). If the perceived risk of keeping the product is 

high -- if, for instance, the customer realizes that the price will drop soon, or a new version of the 

product will be launched soon -- the perceived financial risk and performance risk will be high. 

According to equity theory (Adam, 1965), consumers compare the ratio of output and input 

of the products and they always consider a higher ratio of output and input as a fair situation, or 

they will be dissatisfied. Equity theory is one way to understand the confirmation/disconfirmation 

framework (Mowen and Minor, 2006). Let’s say both product A and product B cost $10. However, 

B is a new version of A with a better performance. In this example, product performance is the 

output and cost is the input. Comparing the ratios of output A/input A and output B/input B, B has 

a higher ratio since it has a higher performance with the same price. Therefore, customers will feel 

dissatisfied with product A when considering the new product B. In the context of product return, 

the customer will return the unsatisfactory product. Following this logic, we hypothesize that: 

H9: Perceived risk is positively associated with legitimate return behavior.  

According to the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991), behavior control is one of the 

variables that could influence behavior. Behavior control refers to the ease or difficulty of 

performing a particular behavior (Lwin and Williams, 2003; King and Dennis, 2006). Returning 

cost relates to the cost generated during the returns procedure, such as online return shipping or a 

restocking fee. If customers have to pay a high return shipping or restocking fee, or drive a long 

way to the store, the perceived cost and difficulty of returning the product is higher, thus preventing 

them from performing such an opportunistic behavior as merchandise borrowing. Thus we suggest 

that high returning costs reduce opportunistic return behavior. 

H10: Returning cost is negatively associated with opportunistic return behavior.  
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In the current study, complexity of procedure refers to the extent to which the consumer 

perceives the complicatedness of the return procedure or the difficulty of performing the return 

policy. Based on the definition of behavior control in the theory of planned behavior (Lwin and 

Williams, 2003; King and Dennis, 2006), complexity of procedure is also considered to be part of 

behavior control. The rationale is that if the perceived return procedure is so complicated that 

customers have to go through several steps in order to get their refund, they are less likely to 

opportunistically return the product for fear of wasting time while getting nothing back due to the 

strict requirement.  

For example, suppose company A has a policy that  

In order to get full refund, the product must be in new condition, purchased within 30 days, 
and comes with a valid receipt. In order to return, the customer must submit the original 
order number online to generate a return permission code. Second, the customer must bring 
the return permission code to the store for refund, or the product is not eligible for return.  
 
According to this procedure, if the customer does not have receipt or if the purchase is 

older than 30 days, the customer cannot generate the return permission and thus is not able to move 

to the second step, therefore reducing those opportunistic return intentions.  

H11: Complexity of procedure is negatively associated with opportunistic return behavior. 

The construct of group influence was originally developed by Hyman (1942) when he 

examine how individuals compare themselves with group members in a study of social status. It’s 

suggested the individuals rely on the important others as sources of personal norms, attitudes and 

values (Kelley, 1952).  

The concept of social group influence in consumer research has been further refined. It has 

been found that the important others can influence an individual’s behavior in both positive and 

negative ways (Johnson and Rhee, 2008). The influence of the social group can result in norms of 

behavior (Fullerton and Punj, 1993). Misbehavior can be learned from family members or friends 
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(King and Dennis, 2003). More specifically, it’s suggested that attitudes toward merchandise 

borrowing are positively related to social group influence (Johnson and Rhee, 2008). Thus in this 

study, if the majority of the important others hold positive opinions about legitimate return and 

opportunistic return, individuals will be influenced in the same way.  

H12: Social group influence is positively associated with legitimate return behavior.  

H13: Social group influence is positively associated with opportunistic return behavior. 

Since the influence of demographic factors on consumers return behaviors is inconsistent 

in the extant literature, these factors will be included in this study as control variables to test the 

influence of internal and external factors on return behaviors controlling for demographic factors 

including gender, age, income, education, and race.  

 

Re-patronage Intention 

This study uses re-patronage intention as the outcome variable. Product return is a 

necessary part of exchange process between customers and sellers. Product returns are accepted as 

usual practice in mature market (i.e., U.S.). Although return policies can vary widely from 

generous to restrictive, even a store with a more restrictive return policy stands behind its products. 

Hence, when customers return the products for legitimate reasons (i.e., defective product), they 

understand the mistakes do happen and suppose the problems can be solved. In other words, as 

long as the return procedure is smooth and the legitimate returns can be taken good care of, 

customers would like to come back in the future because of such service guarantee reduces 

purchase risk.  

H14: Legitimate return behavior would be positively associated with customers’ 

repatronage intention.  
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However, when customers return the products for opportunistic reasons, as suggested by 

attribution theory (Folks, 1984), they attribute the cause of the behavior to themselves. Although 

there will not be dissatisfaction, they are likely to not go back to the store in the near future for 

fearing of getting caught. 

H15: Opportunistic return behavior would be negatively associated with customers’ 

repatronage intention.  

 

Moderator: Return Satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction has been widely studied in consumer behavior research. Post 

purchase satisfaction has been found to relate to customer loyalty, repeat purchases, and positive 

and negative word of mouth communications (Kuo et al., 2013; Sunyansanoa et al., 2013). Because 

satisfactory product return experiences can lower a customer’s perceived risk of purchases 

(Petersen and Kumar, 2014), (1) the impact of a customer’s disconfirmation beliefs regarding the 

product on repatronage intention is likely to be relieved through return satisfaction. In addition, 

(2) return satisfaction can further increase an opportunistic customer’s repatronage intention 

because customers who return opportunistically are more likely to be satisfied if they get the 

refund, thus conceptually, they would like to revisit the store in hopes of gaining more through 

their opportunistic behavior. Therefore, we have the following hypotheses: 

H16: Customer return satisfaction strengthens the relationship between legitimate return 

behavior and repatronage intention. 

H17: Customer return satisfaction strengthens the relationship between opportunistic 

return behavior and repatronage intention.  
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The hypotheses relationships are visually presented in two parts - Figure 1.1 and Figure 

1.2. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Internal drivers to return behaviors & re-patronage intention 
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Figure 1.2. External drivers to return behaviors & re-patronage intention 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODS AND MEASUREMENT 

Introduction 

This chapter presents the proposed methods for testing the hypothesized relationships. 

First, the qualitative study was undertaken to get insight in consumers’ product return behavior. 

Second, the scale items were developed based on the qualitative study and literature review. Third, 

two pretests were conducted for testing constructs reliability and validity. Finally, data was 

collected for main study.  

 

Qualitative Study 

Ten in-depth face-to-face interviews were conducted by the author in Summer 2014 in 

order to gain a deeper understanding of consumers’ product return reasons and behaviors. The 

sample consists of staff members and student workers at the University of North Texas and 

residents who live in a certain locality. The interview protocol covered issues pertaining to return 

experiences, the reasons and motivations associated with return intentions, and the possible 

repatronage intentions. Open questions allowed the interviewees to express their general ideas and 

experiences. All of the interviews were audio recorded and transcribed for research purpose.  

In order to analyze the qualitative data, emerging themes were identified using the 

procedure recommended by Corbin and Strauss (1990). Five major themes of reasons of returns 

emerged from interview discussion: functionality, emotions, cost (time and price), specialty 

purchase, and unethical returns. The results indicate that of all 10 informants, (1) four of them 

either have returned products due to product defect or expressed strong intention that they would 

like to return if the product has something wrong. For example, one participant returned a cell 
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phone “because it was defective…I believe I returned a stereo, because I bought it and it was not 

as advertised.” (2) Four informants expressed impulsive buying behaviors, which led them to buy 

more and return more due to changing their minds. One informant said she makes purchases 

“because there is a good deal, or the salesperson introduced it…but I still don’t need it.”  (3) Two 

informants showed concern about costs associated with returns. Jeremy said he would calculate 

gas cost before returning an item, and that he would not return a $10 t-shirt if he had to drive 30 

miles. Leila said she would rather go with a more general return policy than a lower price especially 

for an expensive product. She told me a story that her friend bought a mattress from a mattress 

outlet in Dallas at a very low price but without any guarantee. Then her friend found the mattress 

unacceptable and had to ship it back at her own expense.  Leila said she would never do that, and 

she would rather pay extra for a long term guarantee to make sure the mattress is good for her, 

because it is expensive. (4) Six informants showed that they had no return intention for specialty 

purchase such as gift or customized purchase. For example, Allison said that “I buy tons of gifts 

for my husband and family members. I only care price, ha-ha, not return.” (5) Two informants 

showed unethical return behaviors. Leila said she would always ask for a gift receipt which allows 

her to get refund for store credit even the product is not eligible for a refund according to the store 

policy. Jane mentioned she always purchases online and sometimes orders more clothes than she 

needs then returns online purchases to the to store, just to get free online shipping.  

In summary, the qualitative study indicates that consumers return the product for various 

reasons, including product functionality, emotions, cost (time and price), specialty purchase, and 

unethical returns. A summary of themes is presented in Table 2. The questionnaire of qualitative 

study is provided in Appendix A. 
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Table 2 

Qualitative Study - Summary of Themes 

Themes Informants 
Functionality Four informants either had returned products due to product defect or showed strong 

intention that they would like to return a product if the product has something wrong.  

Emotions Four informants expressed impulsive buying behaviors, which led them to buy more and 
return more due to changed minds. 

Cost (time and 
price) 

Two informants showed concern about costs associated with returns. 

Specialty 
purchase 

Six informants indicated that they had no return intention for specialty purchase such as 
gift or customized purchase.  

Unethical 
returns 

Two informants conceded unethical return behaviors. For example, one indicated that 
she always asks for a gift receipt which allows her to get refund for store credit even if 
the product is not eligible for a refund according to the store policy. One mentioned she 
always purchases online and sometimes orders more clothes than she needs then returns 
online purchases to the to store, just to get free online shipping.  

 

In the next session, a questionnaire was developed for collecting primary quantitative 

data. The scales for the focal constructs were adapted from the previous studies. 

 

Measurements Scales 

The variety seeking construct has been studied widely (e.g., Hirschman, 1980; Steenkamp 

and Baumgartner, 1995; Baumgartner and Steenkamp 1996; and Trijp, Hoyer, and Inman, 1996), 

with the study of Trijp, Hoyer, and Inman (1996) considered to be the most appropriate. They 

measure “need for variety” using Exploratory Acquisition of Products (EAP) scales adopted from 

Baumgartner and Steenkamp (1996). The six items of the EAP scale were scored on the five point 

Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree) with α=0.79. Therefore, all the six items 

predicting variety seeking were adapted from this study, measuring consumers’ tendency for 

adventure seeking, experience seeking, curiosity, change seeking, and boredom (Grande, 2005).  
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The construct of impulsiveness has also been used widely in consumer behavior research 

(e.g., Rook and Fisher, 1995; Baumeister, 2002; Kacen and Lee, 2002; Strack and Deutsch, 2006). 

Rook and Fisher (1995)’s nine-item scale of impulsiveness that measured on the five-point Likert 

scales (1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree) scored high reliability (α=0.79). Therefore, all of 

the nine items were adapted from Rook and Fisher (1995).  

The morality scales were adapted from Sampson and Bartusch’s (1998) Legal Cynisism 

Scale, which measures moral values about rule breaking in general. The scales consist of four 

items including “Rules are made to be broken,” “It is OK to break rules as long as you do not get 

caught,” “Fighting is OK when provoked,” and “If honest ways to achieve something fail, then use 

dishonest ways.” All of them are measured on the five-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 

5=strongly agree).  

The original measurements of self-monitoring were developed by Snyder (1974) with 25 

true and false items. After that, Lennox and Wolfe (1984) use a revised 13-item scored on 6-point 

scales for self-monitoring with a reliability (α>=0.75), that is higher than the original 25 items. 

This dissertation uses the 13 items from Lennox and Wolfe (1984), and respondents were asked to 

rate each statement from 0 (certainly, always false) to 5 (certainly, always true). 

Richins (1987) developed a 6-item materialism scale with a reported reliability of α=0.61. 

This study borrows all of these measurements that measured on the five-point Likert scales 

(1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree). The typical items are such as, “It is important to me to 

have really nice things”, “I would like to be rich enough to buy anything I want”, and “I’d be 

happier if I could afford to buy more things”.  

Two items were adapted from Franke and Schreier (2008) to measure the construct of 

desire for uniqueness, including (1) “I am generally more likely to buy a product if it is rare” and 
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(2) “In general, I enjoy having things that others do not” (both measured on the five-point Likert 

scales where 1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree). The reported reliability was α=0.75, and the 

two scales were found to be highly correlated (r=0.89; p<0.001) (Franke and Schreier, 2008). 

The three items measuring product compatibility were adapted from Meuter, Bitner, 

Ostrom, and Brown (2005) with the adjustment that a specific product “SST” in Meuter et al. 

(2005) was replaced by “a product” in this study. The measurements consist of “A product should 

be compatible with my lifestyle,” “A product should be completely compatible with my needs,” 

and “A product should fit well with the way I like to get things done.” Again, all of them are 

measured on the five-point Likert scales where 1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree. 

Moschis (1976) developed a four-item scale of social group influence. It was reported that 

the four items loaded significantly on the construct (>0.5), and had a reliability of α=0.76. This 

study adapted the four items with minor modifications by replacing “cosmetic product” with 

“product”. The items are such as “I often decide to buy products that friends have told me about,” 

and “I often decide to buy products that I see my friends using.” Again, the construct is measured 

by the five-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree). 

Wilkes (1978) examined consumers’ fraudulent behaviors using a projective technique, 

which refers to the use of a third party to project or uncover the respondents’ personalities, feelings, 

or beliefs that many consumers find difficult to articulate. Thus to discover consumers true 

attitudes toward return intentions from an ethical perspective, this study uses the projective 

technique to uncover inner perspectives in a way the informants feel comfortable with. 

Specifically, the participants were given several different scenarios with simple sentences such as 

“Return the product because it is defective,” “Return the product because it doesn’t fit,” “Return 

the dress that the buyer wore for an event,” and “Return the product because the buyer finds a 
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lower price elsewhere,” and were asked to answer questions such as “is this behavior acceptable 

to you” (using a five-point Likert scales where 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree), and “how 

often do the people you know behave in the manner described” (using a five-point Likert scales 

where 1=never to 5=very often). Furthermore, the definitions of legitimate and opportunistic 

behaviors were given and a manipulation check question was asked - “Is this a legitimate behavior 

or an opportunistic behavior”. 

In order to reveal the influence of returning cost, complexity of procedure, perceived risk 

and return satisfaction on repatronage intention, the participants were asked to choose from  several 

stores such as Macy’s, JCPenney, BestBuy, Amazon.com, Ebay.com, Overstock.com, or others 

(please specify) and select the one that they are most familiar with. After selecting a store, they 

were asked to answer some questions relating to returning cost, complexity of procedure, return 

satisfaction, and repatronage intention.   

Kim, Xu, and Gupta (2012) developed a 4-item scale (α=0.82) for the construct “perceived 

price”. In this study, the items of perceived cost were adapted from Kim et al. (2012) with some 

adjustments. The items consist of “returning the product at this store requires a lot of effort”, “it 

will cost less to return the product at this store than at another store”, “it is possible to return the 

product without paying too much penalty at this store”, and “it is cheaper to return the product at 

this store than at another store”. The scales are measured by a five-point Likert scale ranging from 

“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. 

Three items regarding complexity of procedure were adapted from Meuter et al.’s (2005) 

article. To fit into the current context, the product SST was replaced by the product return 

procedure. The three items of complexity consist of “I believe that the product return procedure in 

this store is cumbersome to deal with,” “It’s difficult to do product returns in this store,” and “I 
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believe it is easy to do product returns in this store.” The scales are measured by a five-point Likert 

scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. 

Chiu et al. (2014) developed a 4-item perceived risk scale using the five-point Likert scale 

(1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree). All of the scales were adapted with minor modifications 

to fit into the context of return behaviors. Typical items are such as “It’s likely that the product I 

purchased in this store will fail to meet the performance requirements originally intended by the 

purchase”, “It’s likely that shopping in this store will cause me to lose control over the privacy of 

my personal and payment information”.  

Four items of return satisfaction were adapted from Mollenkopf, Rabinovich, Laseter, and 

Boyer (2007) who originally developed the scale to capture customers’ perceptions of the process 

of making the return that consists of introductions, the return process itself, and the credit process. 

Typical questions are “The convenience of making the return” and “The overall process of making 

return,” which will be answered using a five-point Likert scale where 1=very dissatisfied to 5=very 

satisfied.  

And finally, three items were adapted from Blodgett, Granbois, and Walters (1993) with 

modifications to capture the varying degrees of repatronage intention. Three items consist of 

“Based on my experience, I would not shop at this store again,” “It’s likely that I will visit the 

store in the future,” and “I would recommend to a friend that he/she shop at this store.” These three 

constructs use the five-point Likert scale where 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree.  

A summary of measurements presented in table 3, including the sources of measurements, 

measurements lists, the source reliability, and the final measurements used in this study.
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Table 3  

Summary of Measurements 

Construct 
(Source) 

Items Reliability 
in the source 

Items adapted 

Variety seeking 
(6) 
(Trijp, Hoyer, 
and Inman, 
1996) 

• I would rather stick with a brand I usually buy than try 
something I am not very sure of.* 

• When I go to a restaurant, I feel it is safer to order dishes I 
am familiar with.* 

• If I like a product, I rarely switch from it just to try 
something different.* 

• I am very cautious in trying new or different products.* 
• Even though certain food products are available in a 

number of different flavors, I tend to buy the same flavor.* 
• I enjoy taking chances in buying unfamiliar brands just to 

get some variety in my purchases.  

α=0.79 Adapted all of them with no change 

Impulsiveness 
(9) 
(Rook and 
Fisher, 1995) 

• I often buy things spontaneously. 
• “Just do it” describes the way I buy things. 
• I often buy things without thinking. 
• “I see it, I buy it” described me. 
• “Buy now, think about it later” describes me. 
• Sometimes I feel like buying things on the spur-of-the-

moment. 
• I buy things according to how I feel at the moment. 
• I carefully plan most of my purchases.* 
• Sometimes I am a bit reckless about what I buy.  

α=0.88 Adapted all of them with no change 

Level of morality 
(4) 
(Sampson and 
Bartusch, 1998) 

• Rules are made to be broken. 
• It is OK to break rules as long as you do not get caught. 
• Fighting is OK when provoked. 
• If honest ways to achieve something fail, then use dishonest 

ways.   

α=0.78 Adapted all of them with no change 

 
(table continues) 
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Table 3 (continued). 
Construct 
(Source) 

Items Reliability 
in the source 

Items adapted 

Self-monitoring (13) 
(Lennox and Wolfe, 1984) 

• In social situations, I have the ability to alter my behavior if I feel that 
something else is called for. 

• I have the ability to control the way I come across to people, depending 
on the impression I wish to give them. 

• When I feel that the image I am portraying isn’t working, I can readily 
change it to something that does. 

• I have trouble changing my behavior to suit different people and 
different situations.* 

• I have found that I can adjust my behavior to meet the requirements of 
any situation I find myself in. 

• Even when it might be to my advantage, I have difficulty putting up a 
good front.* 

• Once I know what the situation calls for, it’s easy for me to regulate 
my actions accordingly. 

• I am often able to read people’s true emotions correctly through their 
eyes. 

• In conversations, I am sensitive to even the slightest change in the 
facial expression of the person I’m conversing with. 

• My powers of intuition are quite good when it comes to understanding 
others’ emotions and motives. 

• I can usually tell when others consider a joke to be in bad taste, even 
though they may laugh convincingly. 

• I can usually tell when I’ve said something inappropriate by reading it 
in the listener’s eyes. 

• If someone is lying to me, I usually know it at once from that person’s 
manner of expression. 

α=0.75 Adapted all of them with 
no change 

Materialism (6) 
(Richins, 1987) 

• It is important to me to have really nice things. 
• I would like to be rich enough to buy anything I want. 
• I’d be happier if I could afford to buy more things. 
• It sometimes bothers me quite a bit that I can’t afford to buy all the 

things I want. 
• People place too much emphasis on material things.* 
• It’s really true that money can buy happiness. 

 

Total α=0.61 Adapted all of them with 
no change 

(table continues) 
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Table 3 (continued). 
Construct 
(Source) 

Items Reliability 
in the 
source 

Items adapted 

Desire for 
uniqueness (2) 
(Franke and 
Schreier, 2008) 

• I am generally more likely to buy a product if it is rare. 
• In general, I enjoy having things that others don’t have. 

α=0.75 Adapted both of them with no change 

Product 
compatibility (3) 
(Meuter et al., 2005) 

• A product should be compatible with my lifestyle. 
• A product should be completely compatible with my 

needs. 
• A product should fit well with the way I like to get 

things done. 

α=0.95 Adapted all of them with some adjustments. 

Perceived risk (4) 
(Chiu et al., 2014) 

• It's likely that the product I purchased on the website 
will fail to meet the performance requirements 
originally intended by the purchase.  

• It's likely that shopping on this website will cause me 
to lose control over the privacy of my personal and 
payment information. 

• It's likely that shopping on this website will cause me 
to suffer a financial loss due to the hidden costs, 
maintenance costs, or lack of warranty in case of faults.  

• It's likely that the online seller may fail to deliver me 
the product or make a late delivery. 

CR=0.95 
AVE=0.8
2 

• It's likely that the product I purchased in 
this store will fail to meet the performance 
requirements originally intended by the 
purchase.  

• It's likely that shopping in this store will 
cause me to lose control over the privacy 
of my personal and payment information. 

• It's likely that shopping in this store will 
cause me to suffer a financial loss due to 
the hidden costs. 

• It's likely that shopping in this store will 
cause me to suffer a financial loss due to 
maintenance costs.  

• It's likely that shopping in this store will 
cause me to suffer a financial loss due to 
the lack of warranty in case of faults.  

• It's likely that the seller may fail to deliver 
me the product or make a late delivery. 

• It’s likely that the product I purchased will 
not be liked by my friends.  

• It’s likely that I will be laughed at by my 
friends for buying this product.  

(table continues) 
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Table 3 (continued). 
Construct 
(Source) 

Items Reliability 
in the 
source 

Items adapted 

Returning cost 
(4) 
(Kim, Xu, and 
Gupta, 2012) 

• Buying books at this store may be more expensive than at 
another store.  

• I will probably save more money buying book at another 
store than at this store. 

• It may be possible to get a better discount from another store 
than from this store. 

• It may be cheaper to buy books at this store than at another 
store (reverse).  

α=0.82 • Returning the product at this store requires 
a lot of effort. 

• It will cost less to return the product at this 
store than at another store.* 

• It is possible to return the product without 
paying too much penalty at this store. * 

• It is cheaper to return the product at this 
store than at another store.* 

Complexity of 
procedure (3) 
(Meuter et al., 
2005) 

• I believe that return procedure at this store is cumbersome to 
deal with. 

• It’s difficult to do product returns in this store. 
• I believe it is easy to do product returns in this store.  

α=0.83 • I believe that return procedure at this store 
is cumbersome to deal with. 

• It’s complicated to do product returns at 
this store. 

• I believe that product return procedures are 
very complex at this store. 

• I believe that it is fairly simple to return 
product at this store. * 

Social group 
influence (4) 
(Moschis, 
1976) 

• I often decide to buy products that my friends have told me 
about. 

• I often decide to buy products that I see my friends using. 
• I place a lot of confidence in friends' opinions in buying 

products. 
• Many products I own are similar to those of my friends. 

α=0.76 Adapted all of them with some adjustments. 

Return 
satisfaction (4)  
(Mollencopf, 
Rabinvich, 
Laseter, and 
Boyer, 2007) 

• General return instructions. 
• The convenience of making return. 
• The overall process of making your return. 
• The overall process of receiving credit for the returned 

merchandise. 

α=0.952 
AVE=0.8
34 

Adapted all of them with no change 

Repatronage 
intention (3)  
(Blodgett, 
Granbois, and 
Walters, 1993) 

• Based on my experience, I would not shop at this store 
again.* 

• It’s likely that I will visit the store in the future. 
• I would recommend to a friend that he/she shop at this store. 

α=0.87 
 

Adapted all of them with some adjustments.  

(table continues) 
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Table 3 (continued). 
Construct 
(Source) 

Items Reliability in 
the source 

Items adapted 

Legitimate 
return 
behavior (4) 
 
(new scales) 

Scenarios: (4) 
• Return the product because it is defective. 
• Return the product because it does not fit. 
• Return the product because the buyer changed mind. 
• Return the product because the buyer finds a lower price elsewhere. 

Questions: 
• Is this acceptable to you? 
• How often do the people you know behave in the manner described? 
• Is this legitimate behavior or opportunistic behavior? 

  

Opportunistic 
return 
behavior (3) 
 
(new scales) 

Scenarios: (3) 
• Return the dress that the buyer wore for an event.  
• Buyer buys a product at a discount price at one store, and then returns it to another store 

for full refund.  
• After buyer buys the product, he/she changes the price tag with a higher price, and then 

returns the product back for a higher refund. 
Questions: 

• Is this acceptable to you? 
• How often do the people you know behave in the manner described? 
• Is this legitimate behavior or opportunistic behavior? 

  

 
Note: “*”reverse coded item 
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Pretest 1 

A pilot study (n=111) was conducted at a university located in the Dallas-Fort Worth area 

in Texas. Students were offered extra course credit for participating in the survey. First, 

manipulation check for legitimate return behavior and opportunistic return behavior was successful 

(Table 4). Overall, on one hand, the first four types of product return behaviors are perceived to 

be legitimate return behavior, which is consistent with the definition of legitimate return behavior 

in this study. Specifically, 94.6% respondents consider “Return the product because it is defective” 

as legitimate; 92.8% respondents consider “Return the product because it does not fit” as 

legitimate; 84.7% respondents consider “Return the product because the buyer changes mind” as 

legitimate; and 71.2% respondents consider “Return the product because the buyer finds a lower 

price elsewhere” as legitimate. On the other hand, the other three types of product return behaviors 

are perceived to be opportunistic return behavior, which is consistent with the definition of 

opportunistic return behavior in this study as well. Specifically, 92.8% respondents consider 

“Return the dress that buyer wore for an event” as opportunistic; 91.9% respondents consider 

“Buyer buys a product at a discount price at one store, and returns it to another store for full refund” 

as opportunistic; and 92.8% respondents consider “After buyer buys a product, he/she changes the 

price tag with a higher price, and then returns the product back to the store for a higher refund” as 

opportunistic.   
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Table 4 
 Manipulation Check 

Group Items Legitimate (%) Opportunistic 
(%) 

Legitimate 
return 
behavior 

Return the product because it is defective.  94.6 5.4 
Return the product because it does not fit.  92.8 7.2 
Return the product because the buyer changes mind.  84.7 15.3 
Return the product because the buyer finds a lower price 
elsewhere.  

71.2 28.8 

Opportunistic 
return 
behavior 

Return the dress that buyer wore for an event.  7.2 92.8 
Buyer buys a product at a discount price at one store, and 
returns it to another store for full refund.  

8.1 91.9 

After buyer buys a product, he/she changes the price tag with 
a higher price, and then returns the product back to the store 
for a higher refund.  

7.8 92.8 

 

Second, the analysis of data indicate acceptable reliability scores (Table 5) for the 

constructs of variety seeking (α=0.718), impulsiveness (α=0.936), perceived uniqueness 

(α=0.514), materialism (α=0.569), self-monitoring (α=0.879), level of morality (α=0.743), product 

compatibility (α=0.961), complexity of procedure (α=0.593), returning cost (α=0.74), perceived 

risk (α=0.913), social group influence (α=0.773), legitimate return behavior (α=0.753), 

opportunistic return behavior (α=0.908), return satisfaction (α=0.947), and repatronage intention 

(α=0.727). In addition, as shown in Table 5, the construct reliability scores are higher than 

construct correlations and covariance. These results indicate acceptable level of validity (Gaski 

and Nevin, 1985). Please see Table 5 for correlation matrix.  

Third, however, the exploratory factor analysis (EFA) results some cross loadings. To 

address this problem, the whole questionnaire was further reviewed carefully. Since all the items 

were borrowed from existing literature, and considering the sample size for this pretest is very 

small, it was decided to keep all the items in the model, except for two constructs-“perceived cost 

of returning the product” and ”perceived complexity of procedure”, it was felt that the items for 

the two constructs were too similar. Therefore, pretest 2 was conducted after modifying the above 

two constructs.  
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Table 5  

Pretest 1- Correlation Matrix 

  
Variety-
Seeking 

Impulsiven
ess Uniqueness 

Moralit
y 

Self-
Monitoring 

Materialis
m 

Compatibili
ty Risk Cost 

Complex
ity 

Social-
Group 

Variety-Seeking 0.718 0.015 0.101 -0.028 0.037 -0.122 0.041 0.039 0.04 0.049 -0.044 

Impulsiveness 0.02 0.936 0.21 0.287 0.244 0.051 0.299 0.227 0.376 0.551 0.297 

Uniqueness 0.156 0.218 0.514 0.078 0.14 -0.029 0.227 0.009 0.156 0.156 -0.006 

Morality -0.039 0.269 0.086 0.743 0.278 -0.198 0.342 0.012 0.162 0.396 0.205 

Self-Monitoring 0.071 0.312 0.211 0.38 0.879 -0.087 0.317 -0.113 0.046 0.29 0.086 

Materialism -0.24 0.068 -0.045 -0.279 -0.168 0.569 -0.084 0.086 -0.016 -0.143 0.019 

Compatibility 0.071 0.347 0.31 0.423 0.536 -0.146 0.961 -0.054 0.139 0.355 0.19 

Risk 0.067 0.264 0.012 0.015 -0.191 0.149 -0.082 0.913 0.482 0.324 0.132 

Cost 0.055 0.346 0.169 0.159 0.062 -0.023 0.169 0.584 0.74 0.573 0.215 

Complexity 0.074 0.562 0.187 0.413 0.431 -0.219 0.477 0.435 0.61 0.593 0.319 

Social-Group -0.077 0.352 -0.008 0.259 0.146 0.034 0.298 0.206 0.267 0.439 0.773 
 
       Note:    Diagonal: Cronbach Alpha  

       Below the Diagonal: item correlations 
       Above the Diagonal: item covariance 
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Pretest 2 

The author further reviewed extant literature that examine the perceived cost and found 

that Kim, Xu, and Gupta (2012) use 4 items (α=0.82) to measure perceived price. These items 

(Kim, Xu, and Gupta, 2012) focus on product price only, thus differentiating the construct of 

perceived cost to the construct of procedure complexity. Items were modified to fit into the product 

return context, including “returning the product at this store requires a lot of effort”, “it will cost 

less to return the product at this store than at another store”, “it is possible to return the product 

without paying too much penalty at this store”, and “it is cheaper to return the product at this store 

than at another store”. Scales were scored on the five point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 

5=strongly agree). Furthermore, one more item “I believe that product return procedures are very 

complex at this store” was added into the original scale of perceived complexity of procedure 

(Meuter et al., 2005).  

Consequently, a second pretest (n=35) was conducted after making appropriate 

modifications of the two constructs-perceived cost of returning the product and perceived 

complexity of procedure. Results indicate that the reliabilities of the two refined constructs (0.738 

and 0.766 respectively) improved compared to the results of pretest 1. However, as indicated by 

the exploratory factor analysis (EFA), the items of the two constructs were still highly correlated 

and cross loaded into one factor, which is because the participants who considered the returning 

cost is high also perceived the returning procedure is complex. Therefore, it was decided to keep 

these refined measures as the final measurements in the main study.  
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Main Study 

For the main study, the instruments (Appendix B) were developed based on literature 

review, the results of qualitative study, and the two pretests. In the main study, first, a total of 110 

undergraduate students who enrolled at a university in Texas were asked to contact 6 people other 

than themselves to participate in the online survey. Students were offered up to 30 extra credit 

points, or 5 extra credit points for each completed survey. A total of 463 data were received through 

this procedure. Second, to enhance the generalizability of the findings, a second set of data was 

collected via Amazon MTurk using the same instruments. To increase the data reliability, the 

attention check question was added to Amazon MTurk, such as “What are the questions about- 

Consumers’ shopping behavior or social study?” Respondents who clicked social study were 

excluded from the survey. By doing this, a final set of 400 sample size was retained (out of 569 

who started the process).  

Then care was taken care of to ensure the two data sets are suitable for further statistical 

analysis. For example, respondents who answered all 1s or 5s for all the questions, or who did not 

completed the survey were removed. Thus finally, 367 Students data and 395 Amazon MTurk data 

were retained. After data cleaning and data coding process, the two data sets were made ready for 

final analysis.   
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CHAPTER 4 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

Introduction 

This chapter examines the results of the study. First, descriptive statistics for the two 

samples were obtained, which provides a general overview of the demographic profile of the 

respondents. Second, measurement models were accessed and refined using AMOS. And finally, 

hypotheses were tested using multivariate regression.  

 

Descriptive Analysis 

Samples were explored through descriptive statistics to understand the nature and 

characteristics of the data. Descriptive analyses for the Student (N=367) and MTurk (N=395) 

samples are provided in Table 6, including descriptions of gender, age, income, education, 

ethnicity, shopping preference, monthly spending, and shopping frequency.  

 

Student Sample 

Demographic data was reported for each of the Student and MTurk samples, providing 

respondent demographic characteristics. This study collected data from consumers who are at least 

18 years old. Female respondents (65.4%) have a higher percentage than male (34.6%). Most of 

the respondents are younger than 40 years old (72.8%), and have annual income of less than 

$60,000 (79.9%). In terms of education levels, respondents who have some college and who are 

college graduated represented over half of the sample (77.1%), some of them (13.4%) never 

attended college, and some respondents (9.5%) have a graduate degree. With respect to ethnicity, 
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the highest percentage of respondents was Caucasian (51.2%), followed by African American 

(24.3%), Hispanic (13.1%) and Asian (7.4%).  

In addition, 72.2% respondents in this group indicated that they prefer brick-and-mortar 

stores to online stores (27.8%). Most of the respondents indicated that they prefer shopping once 

a month (30.2%) or once every three months (22.3%). And about 33% of the respondents indicated 

their monthly apparel spending falls between “$50-$100”, followed by “$25-$50” (28.3%), “more 

than $100” (22.1%), and “less than $25” (15%).  

 

MTurk sample 

The MTurk sample has an almost equal representation of men (51.9%) and women 

(48.1%). Most of the MTurk respondents are younger than 40 year old (79.5%), and have annual 

income of less than $60,000 (84.6%). In terms of education, respondents who have some college 

and who are college graduated represent over half of the sample (76.9%), some of the respondents 

(11.2%) never attended college, and some of them (11.9%) have a graduate degree. With respect 

to ethnicity, the highest percentage of respondents was Caucasian (76.2%), followed by Asian 

(9.1%), African American (7.3%), and Hispanic (4.1%). 

In addition, 59.2% respondents in this group indicated that they prefer brick-and-mortar 

stores to online stores (40.8%). Most of the respondents indicated that they prefer shopping once 

a month (31.9%) or once every three months (28.9%). With respect to monthly apparel spending, 

both the  group “less than $25” and the group “$25-$50” were the same percentage (31.6%), 

followed by “$50-$100” (26.6%), and “more than $100” (8.1%). 
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Table 6  

Descriptive Analysis - Two Data Sets Comparison 

Characteristics Frequency Valid percent 

  
Students 

(367) 
Mturk 
(395) 

Students 
(367) 

Mturk 
(395) 

Gender         
Male 127 205 34.6 51.9 
Female 240 190 65.4 48.1 
Age         
18-21 89 37 24.3 9.4 
22-30 121 169 33 42.8 
31-40 53 108 15.5 27.3 
41 and above 104 81 28.4 20.6 
Income         
<=$20,000 125 133 34.1 33.7 
$20,001-40,000 98 126 26.7 31.9 
$40,001-60,000 70 75 19.1 19 
$60,001-80,000 33 39 9 9.9 
$80,001-100,000 18 11 4.9 2.8 
>=$100,000 23 11 6.3 2.8 
Education         
High school 49 44 13.4 11.2 
College 293 304 77.1 76.9 
Graduate school 35 47 9.5 11.9 
Ethnicity         
White 188 301 51.2 76.2 
Black 89 29 24.3 7.3 
Hispanic 48 16 13.1 4.1 
Asian 27 36 7.4 9.1 
Other 15 13 4.1 3.3 
Shopping Preference         
Online  102 161 27.8 40.8 
Offline 265 234 72.2 59.2 
Monthly spending on apparels         
Less than $25 55 125 15 31.6 
$25-$50 104 125 28.3 31.6 
$50-$100 121 105 33 26.6 
More than $100 81 32 22.1 8.1 
Shopping Frequency         
Once a week 43 24 11.7 6.1 
Once in 15 days 59 45 16.1 11.4 
Once a month 111 126 30.2 31.9 
Once every three months 82 114 22.3 28.9 
Once every 6 months 52 61 14.2 15.4 
Once a year 20 25 5.4 6.3 
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The data was analyzed in two stages sequentially as suggested by Anderson and Gerbing 

(1988). First is the assessment and refinement of the measurement model, followed by the 

assessment and evaluation of the proposed causal relationships among the variables in the study. 

Two samples were analyzed separately (Study 1 vs. Study 2).  

 

Study 1 (Student Sample) 

The Assessment of Measurement Models 

The measurement models can be assessed through testing for the reliability and validity of 

the scales (Loehlin, 1998). This study assessed the measurement model using AMOS and followed 

the Rossiter (2002) procedure to assess reliability and validity.  

Reliability and validity need to be assessed before analyzing the structural model because 

poor measures can invalidate the findings of any study (Kerlinger and Lee, 2000). Reliability refers 

to consistency, which can be considered to be the lack of distortion or precision of an instrument 

(Kerlinger and Lee, 2000). However, a measure can be reliably wrong (i.e., measure the wrong 

thing). Therefore, another component of a measure is validity, which refers to the extent to which 

the measure of a construct actually measures what it is supposed to measure. In other words, 

validity refers to accuracy (Kerlinger and Lee, 2000). There are various ways to test reliability and 

validity.   

Reliability 

Cronbach’s alpha is one of the most commonly used measures for internal consistency. 

Generally, the alpha score for all the items should be greater than 0.6 to be considered reliable 

(Nunnally, 1978). However, Cronbach’s alpha is sensitive to the number of items (i.e., if there are 

more items in a construct, the alpha value tends to be higher as well) and it does not check the 
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extent to which items of a measure correlate with items of other constructs (Gerbing and Anderson, 

1988). Thus, besides Cronbach’s alpha, this study also uses composite reliability (CR) for testing 

reliability. CR is the calculation of reliability using SEM that measures the loading of items to a 

latent variable divided by the explained and unexplained variance. A CR of 0.5 or above is 

considered acceptable (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988). However, Van de Venn and Ferry (1980) also 

suggest that a CR value as low as 0.4 is acceptable for broadly defined constructs.  

In this study, the Cronbach’s alpha values are greater than 0.6. All the CRs are greater than 

0.5. Overall, these results confirm that all the construct reliabilities are statistical reliable. A 

summary of the CR and Cronbach’s alpha is provided in Table 7. 

Table 7 

Study 1 – Reliability (Original) 

Constructs 
Cronbach’s 

alpha CR 
Variety Seeking 0.759 0.8978 
Impulsiveness 0.915 0.8688 
Desire for uniqueness 0.741 0.6363 
Materialism 0.724 0.6657 
Self-monitoring 0.817 0.7453 
Level of Morality 0.791 0.7281 
Product compatibility  0.847 0.8902 
Perceived risk 0.924 0.9002 
Perceived cost of returning product 0.605 0.5287 
Perceived complexity of procedure 0.756 0.7345 
Social group influence 0.899 0.8778 
Return satisfaction 0.9 0.9204 
Repatronage intention 0.715 0.6839 

 

Validity (Convergent Validity and Discriminate Validity) 

Validity need to be assessed via verifying convergent validity and discriminate validity 

(Rossiter, 2002). Convergent validity refers to the extent to which items of a construct measure 
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what they are supposed to measure. Items of a construct should share a high proportion of variance 

(Hair et al., 2006). For convergent validity to hold, (1) the factor loadings should be greater than 

0.5 (Hair et al., 2006), (2) the average variance extracted (AVE) for each construct should be 

greater than 0.5 (Fornell and Larker, 1981), and (3) the items must be reliable (CR>0.5) (Bagozzi 

and Yi, 1988).   

Within this study, four constructs -- variety seeking, materialism, self-monitoring, and 

perceived cost of returning the product -- have AVE values below 0.5 that don’t meet the criteria 

for convergent validity. The factor loadings of these four constructs did not reveal support for 

convergent validity either. For example, the item loadings such as v6 (variety seeking), i9 

(impulsiveness), m5 (materialism), and sm7, sm8, sm10, and sm13 (self-monitoring) are below 

0.5. In addition, although the Cronbach’s alpha and the CR for the construct “perceived procedure” 

hold, one of the item loadings - p4 - is only 0.23, which is very low.  The item loadings are found 

in Table 8: (a)-internal drivers, (b)-external drivers, (c)-product return behaviors 1, (d)-product 

return behaviors 2, and (e)-return satisfaction and repatronage intention.  

The next step in the construct validation process is the assessment of the discriminant 

validity (Table 9). Discriminant validity refers to the extent to which the construct is unique and 

not simply a reflection of other variables (Churchill, 1979). In SEM, discriminant validity is 

assessed by comparing the AVE to the square of the inter-construct correlations (Φ square). The 

AVE should be higher than the Φ square to confirm discriminant validity. As shown in Table 9, 

the results indicate that all AVEs are greater than Φ square, thus confirming discriminate validity.  
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Table 8.1  

CFA Results - Original Items Loadings (Internal Drivers) 

Items 
Study 1 

(Students) 
Study 2 
(Mturk) 

Variety seeking     
v1-I would rather stick with a brand I usually buy than try something I am not very 
sure of.*1  0.635 0.711 
v2-When I go to a restaurant, I feel it is safer to order dishes I am familiar with.* 0.737 0.723 
v3-If I like a product, I rarely switch from it just to try something different.* 0.715 0.776 
v4-I am very cautious in trying new or different products.* 0.669 0.735 
v5-Even though certain food products are available in a number of different flavors, I 
tend to buy the same flavor.* 0.536 0.721 
v6-I enjoy taking chances in buying unfamiliar brands just to get some variety in my 
purchases.  0.275 0.599 
Impulsiveness     
i1-I often buy things spontaneously. 0.578 0.621 
i2-“Just do it” describes the way I buy things. 0.619 0.606 
i3-I often buy things without thinking. 0.848 0.816 
i4-“I see it, I buy it” described me. 0.836 0.839 
i5-“Buy now, think about it later” describes me. 0.859 0.876 
i6-Sometimes I feel like buying things on the spur-of-the-moment. 0.813 0.859 
i7-I buy things according to how I feel at the moment. 0.86 0.889 
i8-Sometimes I am a bit reckless about what I buy.  0.793 0.858 
i9-I carefully plan most of my purchases.* 0.355 0.662 
Morality     
lm1-Rules are made to be broken. 0.691 0.785 
lm2-It is OK to break rules as long as you do not get caught. 0.915 0.93 
lm3-Fighting is OK when provoked. 0.563 0.506 
lm4-If honest ways to achieve something fail, then use dishonest ways.   0.683 0.681 
Materialism     
m1-It is important to me to have really nice things. 0.548 0.526 
m2-I would like to be rich enough to buy anything I want. 0.551 0.653 
m3-I’d be happier if I could afford to buy more things. 0.791 0.847 
m4-It sometimes bothers me quite a bit that I can’t afford to buy all the things I want. 0.72 0.763 
m5-People place too much emphasis on material things.* 0.101 0.352 
m6-It’s really true that money can buy happiness. 0.612 0.504 
Uniqueness     
u1-I am generally more likely to buy a product if it is rare. 0.689 0.852 
u2-In general, I enjoy having things that others don’t have. 0.854 0.803 

 
(table continues) 

 
                                                 
1 * - reversed coded item 
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Table 8.1 (Continued). 

Items 
Study 1 

(Students) 
Study 2 
(Mturk) 

Self-monitoring     
sm1-In social situations, I have the ability to alter my behavior if I feel that 
something else is called for. 0.604 0.515 
sm2-I have the ability to control the way I come across to people, depending on the 
impression I wish to give them. 0.693 0.569 
sm3-When I feel that the image I am portraying isn’t working, I can readily change it 
to something that does. 0.638 0.533 
sm4-I have found that I can adjust my behavior to meet the requirements of any 
situation I find myself in. 0.614 0.591 
sm5-Once I know what the situation calls for, it’s easy for me to regulate my actions 
accordingly. 0.58 0.742 
sm6-I am often able to read people’s true emotions correctly through their eyes. 0.564 0.785 
sm7-I have trouble changing my behavior to suit different people and different 
situations.* 0.454 0.729 
sm8-Even when it might be to my advantage, I have difficulty putting up a good 
front.* 0.212 0.578 
sm9-In conversations, I am sensitive to even the slightest change in the facial 
expression of the person I’m conversing with. 0.572 0.787 
sm10-I can usually tell when I’ve said something inappropriate by reading it in the 
listener’s eyes. 0.193 0.45 
sm11-My powers of intuition are quite good when it comes to understanding others’ 
emotions and motives. 0.604 0.705 
sm12-I can usually tell when others consider a joke to be in bad taste, even though 
they may laugh convincingly. 0.585 0.563 
sm13-If someone is lying to me, I usually know it at once from that person’s manner 
of expression. 0.411 0.524 

 
Table 8.2  

CFA Results - Original Items Loadings (External Drivers) 

Items 
Study 1 

(Students) 
Study 2 
(MTurk) 

Compatibility   
pc1-A product should be compatible with my lifestyle. 0.78 0.76 
pc2-A product should be completely compatible with my needs. 0.75 0.68 
pc3-A product should fit well with the way I like to get things done. 0.89 0.86 
Cost     
c1-Returning the product at this store requires a lot of effort. 0.93 0.4 
c2-It will cost less to return the product at this store than at another store.* 0.83 0.69 
c3-It is possible to return the product without paying too much penalty at this store. * 0.15 0.67 
c4-It is cheaper to return the product at this store than at another store.* 0.07 0.87 
Procedure     
p1-I believe that return procedure at this store is cumbersome to deal with. 0.73 0.83 
p2-It’s complicated to do product returns at this store. 0.94 0.95 
p3-I believe that product return procedures are very complex at this store. 0.83 0.92 
p4-I believe that it is fairly simple to return product at this store. * 0.23 0.7 

(table continues) 
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Table 8.2 (Continued). 

Items 
Study 1 

(Students) 
Study 2 
(MTurk) 

Risk     
r1-It's likely that the product I purchased in this store will fail to meet the performance 
requirements originally intended by the purchase.  0.7 0.71 
r2-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to lose control over the privacy 
of my personal and payment information. 0.78 0.75 
r3-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial loss due to 
the hidden costs. 0.92 0.88 
r4-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial loss due to 
maintenance costs.  0.9 0.85 
r5-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial loss due to 
the lack of warranty in case of faults.  0.83 0.83 
r6-It's likely that the seller may fail to deliver me the product or make a late delivery. 0.7 0.85 
r7-It’s likely that the product I purchased will not be liked by my friends.  0.67 0.6 
r8-It’s likely that I will be laughed at by my friends for buying this product.  0.69 0.69 
Social group influence     
s1-I often decide to buy products that my friends have told me about. 0.83 0.92 
s2-I often decide to buy products that I see my friends using. 0.91 0.88 
s3-I place a lot of confidence in friends' opinions in buying products. 0.82 0.83 
s4-Many products I own are similar to those of my friends. 0.77 0.76 

 
 

Table 8.3 
 CFA Results - Original Items Loadings (Product Return Behavior-Self) 

Items 
Study 1 

(Students) 
Study2 

(MTurk) 
Legitimate return behavior (self)   
l11-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because of product defect. 0.8 0.81 
l12-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because of seller's fault. 0.923 0.8 

l13-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because changed mind. 
 

0.49 0.34 
l14-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because finds a lower price 
elsewhere. 0.374 0.29 
Opportunistic return behavior (self)     
o11-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the dress that buyer wore for an event. 0.718 0.63 
o12-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Buyer buys a product at a discount price at 
one store, and then returns it to another store for full refund.  

 
0.837 0.71 

o13-Is this behavior acceptable to you? After buyer buys the product, he/she changes 
the price tag with a higher price, and then returns the product back for a higher 
refund. 

0.916 
0.86 
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Table 8.4  

CFA Results - Original Item Loadings (Product Return Behavior-Others) 

Items 
Study 1 

(Students) 
Study 2 
(MTurk) 

Legitimate return behavior (others)     
l21-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because of product defect. 0.81 

 
0.824 

l22-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because of seller's fault. 0.89 0.868 

l23-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because changed mind. 0.72 

 
0.733 

l24-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because finds a lower price elsewhere. 0.61 

 
0.664 

Opportunistic return behavior (others)     
o21-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the dress that 
buyer wore for an event. 0.84 

 
0.73 

o22-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Buyer buys a product at 
a discount price at one store, and then returns it to another store for full refund. 0.93 

 
0.902 

o23-How often do the people you know behave in this way? After buyer buys the 
product, he/she changes the price tag with a higher price, and then returns the product 
back for a higher refund. 0.97 

0.938 

 
Table 8.5  

CFA Results - Original Item loadings (Return Satisfaction and Repatronage Intention) 

Items 
Study 1 

(Students) 
Study 2 
(Mturk) 

Return satisfaction   
rs1-General return instructions. 0.76 0.832 

rs2-The convenience of making return. 0.871 0.92 

rs3-The overall process of making your return. 0.897 0.927 

rs4-The overall process of receiving credit for the returned merchandise. 0.802 0.826 
Repatronage     
ri1-Based on my experience, I would not shop at this store again.* 0.385 0.454 

ri2-It’s likely that I will visit the store in the future. 0.845 0.804 

ri3-I would recommend to a friend that he/she shop at this store. 0.869 0.788 
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Table 9 

Study 1 - Validity (Original) 

Convergent and Discriminate Validity (Students sample) 

                 RS 
re-
patronage compatib.    cost impulsive 

materialis
m morality 

procedur
e    risk self  social 

unique
ness 

varie
ty 

Return 
Satisfaction 0.696             

Repatronage 0.37577 0.5391            

Compatib. 0.10304 0.171396 0.6543           

Cost 0.10824 0.101124 0.012321 0.3953          

Impulsive 0.00000 0.000256 0.000676 0.033124 0.5587         

Materialism 0.01588 0.003249 0.055225 0.014884 0.182329 0.3555        

Morality 0.02074 0.0484 0.002209 0.108241 0.055696 0.086436 0.5245       

Procedure 0.24206 0.142129 0.030625 0.525625 0.034225 0.009801 0.076176 0.5396      

Risk 0.11223 0.184041 0.017689 0.4225 0.080656 0.027889 0.103684 0.45293 0.6887     
Self-

monitoring 0.03725 0.064516 0.124609 0.002916 0.000841 0.030276 0.000004 0.00123 0.002809 0.2904    

Social 0.04752 0.035344 0.015376 0.000784 0.036864 0.082369 0.000256 0.00185 0.000004 0.030976 0.696   

Uniqueness 0.00008 0.002304 0.0289 0.047524 0.136161 0.182329 0.131044 0.02789 0.077841 0.051076 0.013 0.602  

Variety 0.04537 0.016641 0.017689 0.000001 0.000441 0.000729 0.0196 0.00476 0.000121 0.000049 0.086 0.000 0.378 
 
 Note: Diagonal numbers are AVE(s) 
           Numbers below the diagonal are phi square 
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The refinement of the measurement model 

The measurement model was further refined based on the results of the above analysis of 

study 1 data. Table 8 reveals poor loaded items such as v6 (0.275), i9 (0.335), m5 (0.101), 

sm7(0.454), sm8(0.212), sm10(0.193), sm13(0.411), c3(0.15), c4(0.07), p4(0.23), ri1(0.385), 

l13(0.49), and l14(0.374), where v6 belongs to the construct “variety seeking,” i9 belongs to the 

construct “impulsiveness,” sm7, sm8, sm10 and sm13 belong to the construct “self-monitoring,” 

c3 and c4 belong to the construct “perceived cost,” p4 belongs to the construct “perceived 

procedure complexity,” ri1 belongs to the construct “repatronage intention,” and l13 and l14 are 

the consumers’ self-perceptions regarding the 3rd and 4th types of legitimate return behaviors.  

It was decided to keep p4 in the model because the AVE of the perceived procedure 

complexity is 0.54, which is greater than 0.5, and the loading of p4 in the MTurk sample is as high 

as 0.7. The item ri1 was also kept because the AVE of repatronage intention (0.54) is greater than 

0.5. In addition, the study also keeps items l13 and l14 in the study because they belong to 

legitimate return behavior, one of the key variables in the study. 

To purify the measurements and improve the AVE in this study, the author started by 

removing the poorest loadings from the other problematic constructs, and continued to take the 

second poorer loaded item out while watching for changes in the AVE (Table 10). 

Step 1: Remove v6, i9, m5, sm10. 

            Results: AVE (variety seeking) improved to 0.441; AVE (impulsiveness) improved 

to 0.613; AVE (materialism) improved to 0.426; and AVE (self-monitoring) improved to 0.312.  

           Suggestions for next step: (1) The AVE and item loadings for the construct of 

impulsiveness improved to acceptable level. (2) Although the AVE for variety seeking is still 

below 0.5, after consulting with the author’s chair, this study will keep all five items since they 
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explain the meaning of the construct well. (3) The constructs of materialism and self-monitoring 

need to be further refined.   

Step 2: Remove m6 (the loading of m6 changed to 0.402 after removing m5), and sm8. 

            Results: AVE (materialism) became 0.45. AVE (self-monitoring) became 0.334.  

            Suggestions for next step: (1) While the AVE for materialism is still low, this study 

used it in the final analysis because all the remaining item loadings are greater than 0.6 after 

removing m5 and m6 and the AVE in the Mturk sample proved to be greater than 0.5. (2) However, 

the construct self-monitoring needs to be further refined.  

Step 3: Remove sm13. 

            Result: AVE (self-monitoring) became 0.3539. 

            Suggestion for next step: AVE improved a little but not much. So the other poor 

loading item(s) needed to be taken out.  

Step 4: Remove sm7. 

           Result: AVE (self-monitoring) became 0.3685. 

           Suggestion for next step: The refinement of self-monitoring would stop here and no 

further action was suggested because all the factor loadings had improved to greater than 0.5.  

  Step 5: Remove c1. 

              Results: AVE (cost) was 0.43.  

              Suggestion for the next step: This AVE value is acceptable because the remaining 

three items explain the construct well and thus there is no reason for further action. 
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Table 10 

Steps for Measurement Refinement 

Steps AVE 
 variety impulsiveness materialism self-

monitoring 
cost 

Step 1: Remove v6, i9, m5, sm10 0.441 0.613 0.426 0.312  
Step 2: Remove m6 and sm8   0.45 0.334  
Step 3: Remove sm13    0.3539  
Step 4: Remove sm7    0.3685  
Step 5: Remove c1     0.43 

 
Table 11.1  

Study 1 – Refined Item Loadings (Internal Drivers) 

Items St. λ 
AVE 

(Refined) 
AVE 

(Original) 
Variety seeking    0.4408 0.378 
v1-I would rather stick with a brand I usually buy than try something I am not 
very sure of.*  0.64   
v2-When I go to a restaurant, I feel it is safer to order dishes I am familiar 
with.* 0.73   
v3-If I like a product, I rarely switch from it just to try something different.* 0.72   
v4-I am very cautious in trying new or different products.* 0.67   
v5-Even though certain food products are available in a number of different 
flavors, I tend to buy the same flavor.* 0.54   
Impulsiveness    0.6143 0.5587 
i1-I often buy things spontaneously. 0.58   
i2-“Just do it” describes the way I buy things. 0.62   
i3-I often buy things without thinking. 0.85   
i4-“I see it, I buy it” described me. 0.83   
i5-“Buy now, think about it later” describes me. 0.86   
i6-Sometimes I feel like buying things on the spur-of-the-moment. 0.81   
i7-I buy things according to how I feel at the moment. 0.86   
i8-Sometimes I am a bit reckless about what I buy.  0.80   
Morality    0.5245  
lm1-Rules are made to be broken. 0.691   
lm2-It is OK to break rules as long as you do not get caught. 0.915   
lm3-Fighting is OK when provoked. 0.563   
lm4-If honest ways to achieve something fail, then use dishonest ways.   0.683   

 
(table continues) 
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Table 11.1 (continued). 

Items St. λ 
AVE 

(Refined) 
AVE 

(Original) 
Materialism    0.45 0.3555 
m1-It is important to me to have really nice things. 0.70   
m2-I would like to be rich enough to buy anything I want. 

0.78   
m3-I’d be happier if I could afford to buy more things. 0.59   
m4-It sometimes bothers me quite a bit that I can’t afford to buy all the things I 
want. 0.59   
Uniqueness    0.602  
u1-I am generally more likely to buy a product if it is rare. 0.689   
u2-In general, I enjoy having things that others don’t have. 0.854   
Self-monitoring    0.3685 0.2904 
sm1-In social situations, I have the ability to alter my behavior if I feel that 
something else is called for. 0.65   
sm2-I have the ability to control the way I come across to people, depending 
on the impression I wish to give them. 0.72   
sm3-When I feel that the image I am portraying isn’t working, I can readily 
change it to something that does. 0.67   
sm4-I have found that I can adjust my behavior to meet the requirements of 
any situation I find myself in. 0.64   
sm5-Once I know what the situation calls for, it’s easy for me to regulate my 
actions accordingly. 0.53   
sm6-I am often able to read people’s true emotions correctly through their 
eyes. 0.51   
sm9-In conversations, I am sensitive to even the slightest change in the facial 
expression of the person I’m conversing with. 0.54   
sm11-My powers of intuition are quite good when it comes to understanding 
others’ emotions and motives. 0.58   
sm12-I can usually tell when others consider a joke to be in bad taste, even 
though they may laugh convincingly. 0.59   

 
 

Table 11.2  
Study 1 – Refined Item Loadings (External Drivers) 

Items St. λ 
 AVE 
(Refined) 

AVE 
(Original) 

Compatibility  0.6543  
pc1-A product should be compatible with my lifestyle. 0.78   
pc2-A product should be completely compatible with my needs. 0.75   
pc3-A product should fit well with the way I like to get things done. 0.89   
Cost   0.43 0.3953 
c2-It will cost less to return the product at this store than at another store.* 0.09   
c3-It is possible to return the product without paying too much penalty at this 
store. * 0.99   
c4-It is cheaper to return the product at this store than at another store.* 0.55   

(table continues) 
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Table 11.2 (continued). 

Items St. λ 
 AVE 
(Refined) 

AVE 
(Original) 

Procedure    0.5396  
p1-I believe that return procedure at this store is cumbersome to deal with. 0.73   
p2-It’s complicated to do product returns at this store. 0.94   
p3-I believe that product return procedures are very complex at this store. 0.83   
p4-I believe that it is fairly simple to return product at this store. * 0.23   
Risk    0.6887  
r1-It's likely that the product I purchased in this store will fail to meet the 
performance requirements originally intended by the purchase.  0.7   
r2-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to lose control over the 
privacy of my personal and payment information. 0.78   
r3-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial loss 
due to the hidden costs. 0.92   
r4-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial loss 
due to maintenance costs.  0.9   
r5-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial loss 
due to the lack of warranty in case of faults.  0.83   
r6-It's likely that the seller may fail to deliver me the product or make a late 
delivery. 0.7   
r7-It’s likely that the product I purchased will not be liked by my friends.  0.67   
r8-It’s likely that I will be laughed at by my friends for buying this product.  0.69   
Social group influence    0.6956  
s1-I often decide to buy products that my friends have told me about. 0.83   
s2-I often decide to buy products that I see my friends using. 0.91   
s3-I place a lot of confidence in friends' opinions in buying products. 0.82   
s4-Many products I own are similar to those of my friends. 0.77   

 
 

Table 11.3  
Study 1 – Refined Item Loadings (Return Behavior-Self) 

Items  St. λ 
 AVE 
(Refined)  

Legitimate return behavior (self)  0.7906 
l11-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because of product defect. 0.8  
l12-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because of seller's fault. 0.923  
l13-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because changed mind. 0.49  
l14-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because finds a lower price 
elsewhere. 0.374  
Opportunistic return behavior (self)    0.8576 
o11-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the dress that buyer wore for an event. 0.718  
o12-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Buyer buys a product at a discount price at one 
store, and then returns it to another store for full refund. 0.837  
o13-Is this behavior acceptable to you? After buyer buys the product, he/she changes 
the price tag with a higher price, and then returns the product back for a higher refund. 0.916  
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Table 11.4  
Study 1 – Refined Item Loadings (Return Behavior-Others) 

Items  St. λ 
 AVE 
(Refined) 

Legitimate return behavior (others)    0.8184 
l21-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because of product defect. 0.81  

l22-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because of seller's fault. 0.89  

l23-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because changed mind. 0.72  

l24-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because finds a lower price elsewhere. 0.61  

Opportunistic return behavior (others)    0.9231 
o21-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the dress that 
buyer wore for an event. 0.84  

o22-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Buyer buys a product at 
a discount price at one store, and then returns it to another store for full refund. 0.93  

o23-How often do the people you know behave in this way? After buyer buys the 
product, he/she changes the price tag with a higher price, and then returns the product 
back for a higher refund. 0.97 

 

 
 

Table 11.5 
Study 1 – Refined Item Loadings (Return Satisfaction and Repatronage Intention) 

Items  St. λ 
AVE  
(Refined) 

Return satisfaction  0.696 
rs1-General return instructions. 0.76  

rs2-The convenience of making return. 0.871  

rs3-The overall process of making your return. 0.897  

rs4-The overall process of receiving credit for the returned merchandise. 0.802  

Repatronage    0.539 
ri1-Based on my experience, I would not shop at this store again.* 0.385  

ri2-It’s likely that I will visit the store in the future. 0.845  

ri3-I would recommend to a friend that he/she shop at this store. 0.869  
 

Measures of overall fit evaluate how well a CFA model reproduces the covariance matrix 

of the observed variables. Model fit (Table 12) was tested after refining the measurement model. 

Overall, for the model of product return behavior (self), the measurement model indicate the 

following levels of fit: χ2 = 4873.710, degrees of freedom (df) = 2105, Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 

= 0.809, Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) = 0.711, Normed Fit Index (NFI) = 0.709, and Root Mean 

Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = 0.072. For the model of product return behavior 
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(others), the measurement model showed the following levels of fit: χ2 = 4731.002, degrees of 

freedom (df) = 2105, Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0.824, Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) = 0.717, 

Normed Fit Index (NFI) = 0.724, and RMSEA = 0.058. Usually, when CFI, GFI, and NFI are close 

to 1, the model is a fit. RMSEA should be less than 0.01, indicating an acceptable error variance 

in the model (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1993). In this study, RMSEA was within the prescribed limit. 

Although GFI, CFI, and NFI were a little bit low, they can be easily improved by correlating error 

terms within a construct. This study did not do this however, because the structural model will be 

tested using regression, not Structural Equation Modeling. 

Reliability and validity were reported (Table 13) for the refined measurements. Overall, all 

the Cronbach’s alpha and CR values were acceptable, confirming the statistic reliability of the 

constructs. AVEs were greater than Φ square, indicating discriminate validity. Although a couple 

of AVEs were still less than 0.5, since all the item loadings had improved to be greater than 0.5 

and the corresponding AVEs in the MTurk sample had improved to be greater than 0.5 as well, 

these refined measurements were used for hypotheses testing.   

 
Table 12 

Study 1 - Model Fit Indices 
 

 Product return behavior 
(self) 

Product return behavior 
(others) 

Chi-square 4873.31 4731.022 
 DF 2105 2105 
GFI 0.711 0.717 
CFI 0.809 0.824 
NFI 0.709 0.724 
RMSEA 0.06 0.058 
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Table 13  
Study 1 - Refined Reliability and Validity  

 
 Students- refined 

             
α 

 
CR 

     
RS 

 
re-patr. 

 
compa. 

   
cost 

 
impulsive 

 
materialism 

 
morality 

 
procedure 

   
 risk 

 
self 

 
social 

 
unique 

 
variety 

Return 
Satisfaction 0.90 0.92 0.70                         

Repatronage 0.72 0.68 0.38 0.54                       

Compatibility 0.85 0.89 0.10 0.17 0.65                     

Cost 0.62 0.54 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.43                   

Impulsiveness 0.93 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.61                 

Materialism 0.76 0.72 0.02 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.17 0.45               

Morality 0.79 0.73 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.05 0.52             

Procedure 0.76 0.73 0.24 0.14 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.08 0.54           

Risk 0.92 0.90 0.11 0.18 0.02 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.10 0.45 0.69         
Self-

monitoring 0.84 0.80 0.03 0.06 0.12 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37       

Social 0.90 0.88 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.70     

Uniqueness 0.74 0.64 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.14 0.34 0.13 0.03 0.08 0.05 0.01 0.60   

Variety 0.79 0.92 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.44 
      
     Note: α- Cronbach’s Alpha 
               CR – Composite reliability 
               Bold numbers are AVE(s). 
               Numbers below the diagonal are phi square
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Hypotheses testing 

Causal relationships were tested using multivariate regression analysis after refining the 

measurement model. The items measuring various constructs were averaged to compute the 

corresponding composite scores. The whole model was tested in four steps. The first step tested 

the influence of behavior drivers (internal and external) on the return behaviors (self) (consumers’ 

self-perception of different return behaviors, whether they think the behavior itself is acceptable) 

and the effects of the control variables (e.g., age, gender, income, education, and race). The second 

step tested the influence of the return behaviors (self) on the consumer’s repatronage intention and 

moderation effects. The third step tested the influence of behavior drivers (internal and external) 

on the return behaviors (others) (consumers’ observation of other people’s return behaviors) and 

the effects of control variables (e.g., age, gender, income, education, and race). The fourth step 

tested the influence of return behavior (others) on a consumer’s repatronage intention and the 

moderation effects.  

 

Step 1: 

The first step consists of ten models with two dependent variables: legitimate return 

behavior (self) (L1) and opportunistic return behavior (self) (O1). Each dependent variable has 

five corresponding models. Specifically, Model 1- L1 is a function of internal drivers, Model 2- 

L1 is a function of external drivers, Model 3- L1 is a function of control variables, Model 4- L1 is 

a function of internal and external drivers, and Model 5- L1 is a function of internal drivers, 

external drivers, and control variables. These 5 models capture hypotheses H1, H2, H3, H8, H9, 

and H12.  
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Model 6- O1 is a function of internal drivers, Model 7- O1 is a function of external drivers, 

Model 8- O1 is a function of control variables, Model 9- O1 is a function of internal and external 

drivers, and Model 10- O1 is a function of internal drivers, external drivers, and control variables. 

These 5 models capture hypotheses H4, H5, H6, H7, H10, H11 and H13. 

The results of Model 1-5 are presented in Table 14(a) and provide support for H8 (β = -

0.29, p-value = 0.00) and H9 (β = 0.12, p-value = 0.04). However, the regression results do not 

provide support for H1 (β = -0.013, p-value = 0.01), H2 (β = 0.03, p-value = 0.61), H3 (β = 0.01, 

p-value = 0.81), and H12 (β = 0.07 p-value = 0.15).  In addition, there are some unexpected 

findings, such as the significant influence of morality (β = -0.25, p-value = 0.00) and self-

monitoring (β = 0.13, p-value = 0.01) on L1. 

The results of Model 6-10 are presented in Table 14(b) and provide support for H4 (β = -

0.12, p-value = 0.03). However, the regression results do not provide support for H5 (β = 0.328, 

p-value = 0.10), H6 (β = -0.06, p-value = 0.63), H7 (β = -0.09, p-value = 0.06), H10 (β = 0.02, p-

value = 0.64), H11 (β = 0.03, p-value = 0.67), and H13 (β = 0.04 p-value = 0.37). In addition, there 

are some unexpected findings such as the significant effects of product compatibility (β = -0.16, 

p-value = 0.00) and perceived risk of keeping the product (β = 0.50, p-value = 0.00).  

In Model 5, the overall regression model, the F-value is significant (F = 7.25, p-value =0), 

suggesting that all factors explain a significant part of the variation in the model. The explanatory 

power of Model 5 (R square = 0.25) is higher than that of Model 4 (R square = 0.22), indicating 

that control variables explain 12% of variance in the whole model. The control variable age (β = 

0.15, p-value = 0.03) is significantly related to legitimate return behavior.  

In Model 10, the overall regression model, the F-value is significant (F = 13.97, p-value = 

0) and the explanatory power of Model 10 (R square = 0.39) is higher than that of Model 9 (R 
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square = 0.37), indicating that control variables only explain 5% of variance in the whole model. 

Therefore, there is no significant control variables influence.  

 

Step 2: 

In order to test the moderation effect, the interaction variables RSxL1 and RSxO1 were 

created by multiplying moderator return satisfaction (RS) and return behaviors (self). Step 2 tested 

four models, including Model 1- Repatronage intention (RI) is a function of L1 and O1; Model 2- 

RI is a function of return satisfaction (RS); Model 3- RI is a function of L1, O1, and RS; and Model 

4- RI is a function of L1, O1, RS, and RSxL1, RSxO1. These models capture hypotheses from 

H14-H17.  

The results are presented in Table 15. H14 (β = 0.207, p-value = 0) and H15 (β = -0.3, p-

value = 0) are supported. However, the moderation effects of H16 (β = -0.648, p-value = 0.679) 

and H17 (β = -1.06, p-value = 0.355) are not significant.
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Table 14.1  
Study 1 - Step 1 (Model 1-5) 

 
Note:  Model 1: Legitimate return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers) 
           Model 2: Legitimate return behavior (self) = f (external drivers) 
           Model 3: Legitimate return behavior (self) = f (control variables) 
           Model 4: Legitimate return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers, external drivers) 
           Model 5: Legitimate return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers, external drivers, control variables) 
           *- supported hypotheses; **- unexpected findings 

 
 
 

 IV(s) 
 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 H 
Sup.? 

  St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P  

 
 
Internal 
drivers 

Variety  -0.13 -2.53 0.01       -0.09 -1.78 0.08 -0.09 -1.74 0.08 H1 
Impulsive 0.03 0.51 0.61       0.08 1.50 0.14 0.06 1.12 0.27 H2 
Morality -0.25 -4.61 0       -0.19 -3.65 0 -0.14 -2.66 0.01 ** 
Materialism 0.11 1.91 0.06       0.03 0.54 0.59 0.06 1.05 0.29  
Uniqueness 0.01 0.24 0.81       0.04 0.67 0.51 0.06 1.10 0.27 H3 
Self-
monitoring 

0.13 2.54 0.01       0.04 0.88 0.38 0.05 1.03 0.31 ** 

 
External 
drivers 

Compati.    -0.29 -5.88 0    -0.26 -4.92 0 -0.24 -4.63 0 H8* 
Cost    -0.07 -1.33 0.18    -0.06 -1.09 0.28 -0.06 -1.21 0.23  
Procedure    -0.08 -1.18 0.24    -0.08 -1.30 0.19 -0.05 -0.78 0.44  
Risk     0.12 2.08 0.04    0.10 1.70 0.09 0.11 1.73 0.09 H9* 
Social 
group 

   0.07 1.46 0.15    0.02 0.48 0.64 0.04 0.70 0.49 H12 

 
Control 
var. 

Gender       0.15 2.98 0.0    0.09 1.90 0.06  
Age       0.13 1.85 0.1    0.15 2.21 0.03  
Income       0.09 1.27 0.2    0.03 0.51 0.61  
Education       0.01 0.18 0.9    -0.03 -0.50 0.62  
Race       -0.0 -0.87 0.4    0.01 0.16 0.88  

R  0.33   0.41   0.27   0.47   0.50    
R 
Square 

 0.11   0.17   0.07   0.22   0.25    

F value  7.38  0 14.92  0 5.53  0 9.02  0 7.25  0  
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Table 14.2  
Study 1 - Step 1 (Model 6-10) 

 
Note:  Model 1: Opportunistic return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers) 
           Model 2: Opportunistic return behavior (self) = f (external drivers) 
           Model 3: Opportunistic return behavior (self) = f (control variables) 
           Model 4: Opportunistic return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers, external drivers) 
           Model 5: Opportunistic return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers, external drivers, control variables) 
         *- supported hypotheses; **- unexpected findings 

 

 

 IV(s) 
 

Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 H 
Sup.? 

  St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P  

 
 
Internal 
drivers 

Variety  0.01 0.20 0.84       0.11 0.25 0.80 0.01 0.18 0.86  
Impulsive 0.09 1.59 0.11       -0.01 -0.18 0.86 -0.01 -0.16 0.87  
Morality 0.33 6.36 0.10       0.22 4.72 0 0.19 3.92 0 H5* 
Materialism -0.1 -1.67 0.06       -0.03 -0.64 0.52 -0.06 -1.07 0.29 H7 
Uniqueness -0.1 -2.19 0.03       -0.06 -1.10 0.27 -0.04 -0.75 0.46 H4* 
Self-
monitoring 

-0.1 -1.21 0.23       0.00 0.07 0.95 -0.01 -0.12 0.90 H6 

 
External 
drivers 

Compati.    -0.16 -3.51 0    -0.16 -3.4 0 -0.14 -3.02 0.00 ** 
Cost    0.02 0.47 0.64    0.01 0.15 0.88 0.02 0.50 0.62 H10 
Procedure    0.03 0.43 0.67    0.02 0.40 0.69 -0.01 -0.10 0.92 H11 
Risk     0.50 9.3 0    0.44 7.99 0 0.44 7.95 0 ** 
Social group    0.04 0.90 0.37    0.04 0.90 0.37 0.05 1.04 0.30 H13 

 
Control 
var. 

Gender       -0.09 -1.71 0.09    0.01 0.14 0.89  
Age       -0.14 -2.11 0.04    -0.09 -1.56 0.12  
Income       -0.13 -1.82 0.07    -0.05 -0.79 0.43  
Education       -0.04 -0.71 0.48    -0.00 -0.03 0.97  
Race       0.13 2.51 0.01    0.06 1.32 0.19  

R  0.40   0.57   0.32   0.61   0.62    
R 
Square 

 0.16   0.32   0.102   0.37   0.39    

F value  11.3  0 34.43  0 8.196  0 19.10  0 13.97  0  
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Table 15  
Study 1 - Step 2 

 
 IV(s) Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

St. Beta T-value P St. Beta T-value P  St. Beta T-value P St. Beta T-value P 
Return 
behavior 
(self) 

L1 0.207 4.19 0    0.074 1.608 0.109 0.683 0.468 0.640 
O1 -0.3 -6.081 0    -0.263 -5.955 0 0.808 0.699 0.485 

Moderator RS    0.504 11.138 0 0.439 9.675 0 0.611 2.158 0.032 
Interaction RSxL1          -0.648 -0.414 0.679 

RSxO1          -1.06 -0.926 0.355 
R  0.402   0.504   0.577   0.579   
R square  0.162   0.254   0.333   0.335   
F value  35.056  0 124.049  0 60.522  0 36.413  0 

      
     Note: Model 1: Repatronage intention = f (L1, O1)  
               Model 2: Repatronage intention = f (RS) 
               Model 3: Repatronage intention = f (L1, O1, RS) 
               Model 4: Repatronage intention = f (L1, O1, RS, RSxO1, RSxO2) 
               L1 – Legitimate return behavior (self) 
               O1 – Opportunistic return behavior (self) 
               RS – Return satisfaction 
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Step 3: 

Step 3 tested the influence of behavior drivers (internal and external) on return behaviors 

(others) (the consumer’s observation of other people’s return behaviors) and the effects of the 

control variables (e.g., age, gender, income, education, and race). This step consists of ten models 

with two dependent variables, including legitimate return behavior (others) (L2) and opportunistic 

return behavior (others) (O2). Each dependent variable has five corresponding models. 

Specifically, Model 1-L2 is a function of internal drivers; Model 2-L2 is a function of external 

drivers; Model 3-L2 is a function of control variables; Model 4-L2 is a function of internal and 

external drivers; and Model 5-L2 is a function of internal drivers, external drivers, and control 

variables. These five models capture hypotheses H1, H2, H3, H8, H9, and H12.  

Model 6-O2 is a function of internal drivers; Model 7-O2 is a function of external drivers; 

Model 8-O2 is a function of control variables; Model 9-O2 is a function of internal and external 

drivers; and Model 10-O2 is a function of internal drivers, external drivers, and control variables. 

These five models capture hypotheses H4, H5, H6, H7, H10, H11 and H13. 

The results of Models 1-5 are presented in Table 16(a) and provide support for H8 (β = -

0.13, p-value = 0.01), H9 (β = 0.148, p-value = 0.02), and H12 (β = 0.171, p-value = 0.001). 

However, the regression results do not provide support for H1 (β = -0.008, p-value = 0.14), H2 (β 

= -0.07, p-value = 0.21), and H3 (β = -0.03 p-value = 0.59). In addition, the results indicate that 

materialism positively relates to legitimate return behavior (others) (β = 0.18, p-value = 0). 

The results of Models 6-10 are presented in Table 16(b) and provide support for H5 (β = 

0.364, p-value = 0) and H13 (β = 0.094, p-value = 0.04). However, the regression results do not 

provide support for H4 (β = 0.109, p-value = 0.055), H6 (β = -0.07, p-value = 0.14), H7 (β = -
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0.043, p-value = 0.438), H10 (β = 0.01, p-value = 0.87), and H11 (β = -0.1, p-value = 0.11). In 

addition, the results indicate significant perceived risk influence (β = 0.433, p-value = 0). 

In the overall regression Model 5, the F-value is significant (F =2.777, p-value = 0.001), 

suggesting that all factors explain a significant part of the variation in the model. Although the 

explanatory power of the model is poor (R square = 0.113) compared with Model 4 (R square = 

0.091), the control variables still explain a significant part (19.47%) of the variance. The control 

variable age (β = 0.156, p-value = 0.03) significantly influences legitimate return behavior.  

In the overall regression Model 10, the F-value is significant (F = 11.51, p-value = 0) and 

the explanatory power of the model (R square = 0.345) is slightly higher than in Model 9 (R square 

= 0.336), which means the control variables only explain 2% of the variance in the whole model. 

Thus there is no significant control variable influence.  

 

Step 4: 

The new interaction variables RSxL2 and RSxO2 were created by multiplying moderator 

return satisfaction (RS) and return behaviors (others). Step 4 tested 4 models:  Model 1- 

Repatronage intention (RI) is a function of L2 and O2; Model 2- RI is a function of return 

satisfaction (RS); Model 3- RI is a function of L2, O2, and RS; and Model 4- RI is a function of 

L2, O2, RS, and RSxL2, RSxO2. These models capture hypotheses H14 through H17.  

The results are presented in Table 17.  H14 (β = 0.176, p-value = 0) and H15 (β = -0.434, 

p-value = 0) are supported. However, the moderation effects H16 (β = -0.647, p-value = 0.662) 

and H17 (β = -1.789, p-value = 0.158) are not significant. 
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Table 16.1  
Study 1 - Step 3 (Model 1-5) 

 
Note:  Model 1: Legitimate return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers) 
           Model 2: Legitimate return behavior (others) = f (external drivers) 
           Model 3: Legitimate return behavior (others) = f (control variables) 
           Model 4: Legitimate return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers, external drivers) 
           Model 5: Legitimate return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers, external drivers, control variables) 
         *- supported hypotheses; **- unexpected findings 

 
 
 
 

 IV(s) 
 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 H 
Sup.? 

  St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P  

 
 
Internal 
drivers 

Variety  -0.08 -1.47 0.14       -0.02 -0.32 0.75 -0.02 -0.27 0.79 H1 
Impulsive -0.07 -1.27 0.21       -0.1 -1.74 0.08 -0.11 -1.92 0.06 H2 
Morality -0.04 -0.66 0.51       0.132 2.15 0.28 -0.04 -0.64 0.52  
Materialism 0.18 3.06 0       -0.06 -1.09 0.03 0.15 2.40 0.02 ** 
Uniqueness -0.03 -0.54 0.59       -0.05 -0.81 0.42 -0.03 -0.41 0.68 H3 
Self-
monitoring 

0.06 1.05 0.30       0.01 0.24 0.81 0.02 0.34 0.73  

 
External 
drivers 

Compatib.    -0.13 -2.50 0.01    -0.11 -1.91 0.06 -0.11 -1.89 0.06 H8* 
Cost    -0.03 -0.60 0.55    -0.03 -0.46 0.65 -0.02 -0.34 0.73  
Procedure    -0.06 -0.93 0.35    -0.06 -0.89 0.38 -0.05 -0.67 0.51  
Risk     0.15 2.34 0.02    0.18 2.79 0.01 0.18 2.65 0.01 H9* 
Social group    0.17 3.34 0.00    0.16 2.85 0.01 0.16 2.91 0 H12* 

 
Control 
var. 

Gender       0.05 0.91 0.36    0.08 1.56 0.12  
Age       0.15 2.14 0.03    0.16 2.17 0.03  
Income       -0.11 -1.41 0.16    -0.08 -1.13 0.26  
Education       -0.03 -0.48 0.63    -0.04 -0.78 0.44  
Race       0.00 0.02 0.99    0.02 0.34 0.73  

R  0.199   0.27   0.13   0.30   0.34    
R Square  0.04   0.07   0.02   0.09   0.11    
F value  2.473  0.02 5.46  0 1.23  0.29 3.24  0 2.78  0  
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Table 16.2  
Study 1 - Step 3 (Model 6-10) 

 
 Note: Model 6: Opportunistic return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers) 
           Model 7: Opportunistic return behavior (others) = f (external drivers) 
           Model 8: Opportunistic return behavior (others) = f (control variables) 
           Model 9: Opportunistic return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers, external drivers) 
           Model 10: Opportunistic return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers, external drivers, control variables) 
         *- supported hypotheses; **- unexpected findings 

 
 
 

 

 IV(s) 
 

Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 H 
Sup.? 

  St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P  

 
 
Internal 
drivers 

Variety  -0.04 -2.94 0.41       -0.02 -0.36 0.72 -0.02 -0.43 0.66  
impulsive 0.02 3.91 0.76       -0.07 -1.49 0.14 -0.08 -1.59 0.11  
Morality 0.36 5.92 0       0.27 5.64 0 0.275 5.59 0 H5* 
Materialism -0.04 -0.99 0..44       -0.03 -0.49 0.63 -0.03 -0.52 0.60 H7 
Uniqueness 0.11 0.79 0.6       0.04 0.84 0.40 0.035 0.67 0.50 H4 
Self-
monitoring 

-0.07 -0.53 0.14       -0.05 -0.96 0.34 -0.05 -1.09 0.28 H6 

 
External 
drivers 

Compatib.    -0.06 -1.2 0.23    -0.04 -0.89 0.37 -0.04 -0.85 0.40  
Cost    0.01 0.16 0.87    -0.01 -0.20 0.84 -0.01 -0.12 0.91 H10 
Procedure    -0.10 -1.6 0.11    -0.10 -1.76 0.08 -0.10 -1.73 0.08 H11 
Risk     0.43 7.70 0    0.37 6.54 0 0.368 6.48 0 ** 
Social group    0.09 2.05 0.04    0.10 2.21 0.03 0.122 2.53 0.01 H13* 

 
Control 
var. 

Gender       -0.06 -1.11 0.27    0.057 1.22 0.22  
Age       -0.07 -1.04 0.3    -0.00 -0.04 0.97  
Income       -0.09 -1.28 0.20    -0.00 -0.07 0.95  
Education       -0.00 -0.07 0.94    0.032 0.67 0.50  
Race       0.13 2.48 0.01    0.072 1.60 0.11  

R  0.405   0.516   0.22   0.58   0.587    
R Square  0.164   0.267   0.05   0.34   0.345    
F value  11.76  0 26.26  0 3.70  0.00 16.32  0 11.51  0  
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Table 17  
Study 1 - Step 4 

 
 IV(s) Model 5 Model 2 Model 6 Model 7 

St. Beta T-value P St. Beta T-value P  St. Beta T-value P St. Beta T-value P 
Return 
behavior 
(others) 

L2 0.179 3.596 0    0.072 1.596 0.111 0.704 0.492 0.623 
O2 -0.343 -6.907 0    -0.272 -6.14 0 1.525 1.2 0.231 

Moderator RS    0.504 11.138 0 0.458 10.255 0 0.629 3.619 0 
Interaction RSxL2          -0.647 -0.438 0.662 

RSxO2          -1.789 -1.413 0.158 
R  0.358   0.504   0.569   0.574   
R square  0.128   0.254   0.324   0.329   
F value  26.779  0 124.049  0 58.016  0 35.397  0 

 
       Note: Model 1: Repatronage intention = f (L2, O2)  
                 Model 2: Repatronage intention = f (RS) 
                 Model 3: Repatronage intention = f (L2, O2, RS) 
                 Model 4: Repatronage intention = f (L2, O2, RS, RSxO2, RSxO2) 
                 L2 – Legitimate return behavior (others) 
                 O2 – Opportunistic return behavior (others) 
                 RS – Return satisfaction 
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Final hypotheses testing results are provided in Table 18.  

Table 18.1  
Study 1 - Hypotheses Testing Results 

Hypotheses Support? 
Self    Others 

H4: Perceived uniqueness Opportunistic return behavior (self) (-) Yes  
H5: Immorality Opportunistic return behavior (self & others) (+) Yes Yes 

H8: Product compatibility  Legitimate return behavior (self & others) (-) Yes Yes 

H9: Perceived risk  Legitimate return behavior (self & others) (+) Yes Yes 

H12: Negative social group influence  Legitimate return behavior (others) (+)  Yes 

H13: Negative social group influence  Opportunistic return behavior (others) (+)  Yes 

H14: Legitimate return behavior  Repatronage intention (self & others) (+) Yes Yes 

H15: Opportunistic return behavior  Repatronage intention (self & others) (+) Yes Yes 

H1: Variety seeking  Legitimate return behavior (self) (+) No 

H2: Impulsiveness  legitimate return behavior (+) No 

H3: Perceived uniqueness  legitimate return behavior (-) No 

H6: Self-monitoring  opportunistic return behavior (-) No 

H7: Materialism  opportunistic return behavior (+) No 

H10: Returning cost  opportunistic return behavior (-) No 

H11: Procedure  opportunistic return behavior (-) No 

H16 & 17: Moderation effects No 

Immorality--> Legitimate return behavior (self) Unexpected 
finding  

Materialism--> Legitimate return behavior (self & others) Unexpected 
finding 

Self-monitoring--> Legitimate return behavior (self) Unexpected 
finding 

Compatibility--> Opportunistic return behavior (self) Unexpected 
finding 

Perceived risk--> Opportunistic return behavior (self) Unexpected 
finding 

 
Table 18.2  

Study 1 - Control Variables 
Control 
variables 

Legitimate return 
behavior 

Opportunistic return 
behavior 

 self others self others 
Gender     
Age *(+) *(+)   
Income     
Education     
Race     
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Study 2 (MTurk Data) 

The Assessment of Measurement Model 

This study also followed Rossiter (2002) procedure to assess the measurement model 

through testing reliability and validity. As indicated in Table 19, all the Cronbach’s alphas are 

greater than 0.6 and all the CRs are greater than 0.5, confirming the reliability of the constructs 

(Nunnally, 1978; Bagozzi and Yi, 1988).  

Table 19  
Study 2 – Reliability (Original) 

 

 Constructs 
Cronbach’s 

Alpha CR 
Variety Seeking 0.859 0.9605 
Impulsiveness 0.935 0.9179 
Desire for uniqueness 0.812 0.7548 
Materialism 0.781 0.7456 
Self-monitoring 0.889 0.844 
Level of Morality 0.816 0.7789 
Product compatibility  0.806 0.899 
Perceived risk 0.908 0.9052 
Perceived cost of returning product 0.721 0.6989 
Perceived complexity of procedure 0.91 0.8696 
Social group influence 0.912 0.9028 
Return satisfaction 0.93 0.9406 
Repatronage intention 0.695 0.7352 

 

Validity was assessed via verifying convergent validity and discriminate validity. Three 

constructs including materialism, self-monitoring, and perceived cost of returning product 

revealed poor construct validity because the AVEs are below 0.5 (Fornell and Larker, 1981). The 

factor loadings of these three constructs do not support for convergent validity either. Please see 

the item loadings in Table 8, m5 (0.352), sm10 (0.45), and c1 (0.4). These three items loadings 

were low and thus were removed for measurements refinement.  
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The next step is the assessment of discriminant validity (Table 20). The diagonal numbers 

are construct AVEs and the numbers below the diagonal are squared inter-construct correlations 

(Φ square). As shown in the table, the constructs AVEs are greater than Φ square, thus discriminant 

validity of this study was confirmed (Churchill, 1979).  

 

The refinement of measurement model 

This study further refined the measurement model based on the results of the measurement 

assessment. As mentioned above, the results show such poor loading items as m5 (0.352), sm10 

(0.45), c1 (0.4), ri1 (0.454), l13 (0.34), and l14 (0.29), where m5 belongs to construct 

“impulsiveness”, sm10 belongs to the construct “self-monitoring”, c1 belongs to the construct 

“perceived cost”, ri1 belongs to the construct “repatronage intention”, and l13 and l14 are 

consumers self-perceptions of the 3rd and 4th types of legitimate return behaviors. Although some 

of the results were not consistent with that of Study 1, to compare the final results of the two 

studies, the items in the model should keep consistent. Therefore, this study refined the 

measurement model by removing v6, i9, m5, m6, sm7, sm8, sm10, sm13, and c1 as what the Study 

1 did. Please see the final refined items and AVE(s) in Table 21. 
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Table 20 
Study 2 - Validity (Original)

Discriminate Validity (Mturk) 

                 RS 
Re-
patronage 

compatib
ility    cost 

impulsiv
eness 

materiali
sm morality 

procedur
e    risk 

self-
monitorin
g  social 

uniquen
ess 

variet
y 

Return 
Satisfaction 0.77             

Repatronage 0.183184 0.4912            

compatibility 0.034225 0.173056 0.593           

cost 0.286225 0.016641 0.00144 0.4605          

impulsiveness 0.016641 0.060516 0.0484 0.00423 0.6214         

materialism 0.006724 0.001225 0.05244 0.00048 0.03648 0.3968        
morality 0.016384 0.0529 0.01796 0.00102 0.04884 0.05018 0.5502       

procedure 0.556516 0.143641 0.04121 0.21996 0.02403 0.00137 0.01638 0.732      

risk 0.108241 0.3844 0.03423 0.0081 0.04752 0.00003 0.03098 0.20612 0.6409     
self-

monitoring 0.000676 0.019044 0.07344 0.0025 0.00014 0.04080 0.00774 0.00017 0.00410 0.3973    

social 0.000324 0.001936 0.02993 0.00240 0.05712 0.07728 0.00436 0.0001 0.00001 0.020164 0.7218   

uniqueness 0.007569 0.005776 0.00757 0.0016 0.04203 0.04796 0.04928 0.02789 0.0144 0.017956 0.0576 0.6854  

variety 0.000361 0.003969 0.00336 0.0009 0.02690 0.01613 0.0004 0.00048 0.00023 0.000324 0.0149 0.0007 0.508 
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Table 21.1  
Study 2 - Refined Item Loadings (Internal Drivers) 

 

Items St. λ 
AVE 
(refined) 

AVE 
(original) 

Variety seeking    0.542 0.5082 
v1-I would rather stick with a brand I usually buy than try something I am not 
very sure of.*  0.71   
v2-When I go to a restaurant, I feel it is safer to order dishes I am familiar 
with.* 0.73   
v3-If I like a product, I rarely switch from it just to try something different.* 0.77   
v4-I am very cautious in trying new or different products.* 0.74   
v5-Even though certain food products are available in a number of different 
flavors, I tend to buy the same flavor.* 0.73   
Impulsiveness    0.644 0.6214 
i1-I often buy things spontaneously. 0.62   
i2-“Just do it” describes the way I buy things. 0.60   
i3-I often buy things without thinking. 0.81   
i4-“I see it, I buy it” described me. 0.84   
i5-“Buy now, think about it later” describes me. 0.88   
i6-Sometimes I feel like buying things on the spur-of-the-moment. 0.86   
i7-I buy things according to how I feel at the moment. 0.89   
i8-Sometimes I am a bit reckless about what I buy.  0.86   
Morality   0.5502   
lm1-Rules are made to be broken. 0.785   
lm2-It is OK to break rules as long as you do not get caught. 0.93   
lm3-Fighting is OK when provoked. 0.506   
lm4-If honest ways to achieve something fail, then use dishonest ways.   0.681   
Materialism   0.503  0.3968 
m1-It is important to me to have really nice things. 0.77   
m2-I would like to be rich enough to buy anything I want. 0.85   
m3-I’d be happier if I could afford to buy more things. 

0.66   
m4-It sometimes bothers me quite a bit that I can’t afford to buy all the things I 
want. 0.51   
Uniqueness   0.6854   
u1-I am generally more likely to buy a product if it is rare. 0.852   
u2-In general, I enjoy having things that others don’t have. 0.803   

 
(table continues) 
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Table 21.1 (continued). 

Items St. λ 
AVE 
(refined) 

AVE 
(original) 

Self-monitoring   0.4376  0.3973 
sm1-In social situations, I have the ability to alter my behavior if I feel that 
something else is called for. 0.59   
sm2-I have the ability to control the way I come across to people, depending on 
the impression I wish to give them. 0.66   
sm3-When I feel that the image I am portraying isn’t working, I can readily 
change it to something that does. 0.61   
sm4-I have found that I can adjust my behavior to meet the requirements of any 
situation I find myself in. 0.67   
sm5-Once I know what the situation calls for, it’s easy for me to regulate my 
actions accordingly. 0.70   
sm6-I am often able to read people’s true emotions correctly through their eyes. 0.72   
sm9-In conversations, I am sensitive to even the slightest change in the facial 
expression of the person I’m conversing with. 0.72   
sm11-My powers of intuition are quite good when it comes to understanding 
others’ emotions and motives. 0.64   
sm12-I can usually tell when others consider a joke to be in bad taste, even 
though they may laugh convincingly. 0.63   

 
Table 21.2  

Study 2 - Refined Item Loadings (External Drivers) 

Items St. λ 
 AVE 
(refined) 

AVE 
(original) 

Compatibility  0.593  
pc1-A product should be compatible with my lifestyle. 0.76   
pc2-A product should be completely compatible with my needs. 0.68   
pc3-A product should fit well with the way I like to get things done. 0.86   
Cost    0.57 0.4605 
c2-It will cost less to return the product at this store than at another store.* 0.69   
c3-It is possible to return the product without paying too much penalty at this 
store. * 0.63   
c4-It is cheaper to return the product at this store than at another store.* 0.92   
Procedure    0.732  
p1-I believe that return procedure at this store is cumbersome to deal with. 0.83   
p2-It’s complicated to do product returns at this store. 0.95   
p3-I believe that product return procedures are very complex at this store. 0.92   
p4-I believe that it is fairly simple to return product at this store. * 0.7   
Risk    0.6409  
r1-It's likely that the product I purchased in this store will fail to meet the 
performance requirements originally intended by the purchase.  0.71   
r2-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to lose control over the 
privacy of my personal and payment information. 0.75   
r3-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial loss 
due to the hidden costs. 0.88   
r4-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial loss 
due to maintenance costs.  0.85   

(table continues) 
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Table 21.2 (continued). 

Items St. λ 
AVE 
(refined) 

AVE 
(original) 

r5-It's likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial loss 
due to the lack of warranty in case of faults.  0.83   
r6-It's likely that the seller may fail to deliver me the product or make a late 
delivery. 0.85   
r7-It’s likely that the product I purchased will not be liked by my friends.  0.6   
r8-It’s likely that I will be laughed at by my friends for buying this product.  0.69   
Social group influence    0.7218  
s1-I often decide to buy products that my friends have told me about. 0.92   
s2-I often decide to buy products that I see my friends using. 0.88   
s3-I place a lot of confidence in friends' opinions in buying products. 0.83   
s4-Many products I own are similar to those of my friends. 0.76   

 
 

Table 21.3  
Study 2 - Refined Item Loadings (Product Return Behaviors-Self) 

Items St. λ 
 AVE 
(refined) 

Legitimate return behavior (self)  0.7908 
l11-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because of product defect. 0.81  
l12-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because of seller's fault. 0.8  
l13-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because changed mind. 0.34  
l14-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the product because finds a lower price 
elsewhere. 0.29  
Opportunistic return behavior (self)    0.8033 
o11-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Return the dress that buyer wore for an event. 0.63  
o12-Is this behavior acceptable to you? Buyer buys a product at a discount price at 
one store, and then returns it to another store for full refund. 0.71  
o13-Is this behavior acceptable to you? After buyer buys the product, he/she changes 
the price tag with a higher price, and then returns the product back for a higher 
refund. 0.86  
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Table 21.4  
Study 2 - Refined Item Loadings (Product Return Behaviors-Others) 

Items St. λ 
 AVE 
(refined) 

Legitimate return behavior (others)    0.8238 
l21-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because of product defect. 0.824  

l22-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because of seller's fault. 0.868  

l23-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because changed mind. 0.733  

l24-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the product 
because finds a lower price elsewhere. 0.664  

Opportunistic return behavior (others)    0.8825 
o21-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Return the dress that 
buyer wore for an event. 

 
0.73  

o22-How often do the people you know behave in this way? Buyer buys a product at 
a discount price at one store, and then returns it to another store for full refund. 

 
 

0.902 
 

o23-How often do the people you know behave in this way? After buyer buys the 
product, he/she changes the price tag with a higher price, and then returns the 
product back for a higher refund. 

 
 

0.938 
 

 
Table 21.5  

Study 2 - Refined Item Loadings (Return Satisfaction and Repatronage Intention) 

Items St. λ 
 AVE 
(refined) 

Return satisfaction  0.77 
rs1-General return instructions. 0.832  

rs2-The convenience of making return. 0.92  

rs3-The overall process of making your return. 0.927  

rs3-The overall process of receiving credit for the returned merchandise. 0.826  

Repatronage    0.4912 
ri1-Based on my experience, I would not shop at this store again.* 0.454  

ri2-It’s likely that I will visit the store in the future. 0.804  

ri3-I would recommend to a friend that he/she shop at this store. 0.788  
 

Measures of overall fit evaluate how well a CFA model reproduces the covariance matrix 

of the observed variables. Model fit (Table 22) was tested after refining the measurement model. 

Usually, CFI, GFI, and NFI close to 1, indicating a good model fit. RMSEA should be less than 

0.01, indicating acceptable error variance in the model (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1993). Thus in this 

study, RMSEA was within prescribed limit. Although GFI, CFI, and NFI were a little bit low, they 

can be easily improved by correlating error terms within a construct. This study did not do this 
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however, because the structural model will be tested using regression not Structural Equation 

Modeling. 

Table 22  
Study 2 - Model Fit Indices 

 
 Product return behavior 

(self) 
Product return behavior 

(others) 

Chi-square 4676.327 4644.532 
 DF 2105 2105 
GFI 0.727 0.727 
CFI 0.844 0.852 
NFI 0.750 0.761 
RMSEA 0.056 0.055 

 

The reliability and validity were reported (Table 23) for the refined measurements. Overall, 

all the Cronbach’s alpha and CR values are acceptable, confirming the statistic reliability of the 

constructs. AVEs are greater than Φ square, indicating discriminate validity. Although AVE (self-

monitoring) is still less than 0.5, since all the item loadings had improved to be greater than 0.5, 

they are used for hypotheses testing.
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Table 23  
Study 2 - Refined Reliability and Validity  

 
MTurk - refined 

            α CR   RS Re-patr Compa.    cost impulsive materialism morality procedure   risk self social unique variety 
Return 

Satisfaction 0.93 0.94 0.77                         

Repatronage 0.70 0.74 0.38 0.49                       

compatibility 0.81 0.90 0.10 0.17 0.59                     

cost 0.72 0.70 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.43                   

impulsiveness 0.94 0.92 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.64                 

materialism 0.78 0.75 0.06 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.50               

morality 0.82 0.78 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.04 0.55             

procedure 0.91 0.87 0.24 0.14 0.04 0.16 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.73           

risk 0.91 0.91 0.11 0.38 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.03 0.21 0.64         
self-

monitoring 
 

0.89 
 

0.84 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 
 

0.44       

social 0.91 0.90 0.05 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.06 0.08 0.004 0.0001 0.00 0.02 0.72     

uniqueness 0.81 0.75 0.00 0.005 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.69   

variety 0.86 0.96 0.00 0.004 0.0004 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.001 0.0004 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.54 
 
        Note: α – Cronbach’s Alpha 
                 CR- Composite Reliability 
                 Diagonal numbers – AVE 
                 Numbers below the diagonal – phi square
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Hypotheses testing 

This study followed the same method as Study 1 to test the related hypotheses. The items 

measuring various constructs were averaged to compute the corresponding composite scores. The 

whole model was tested by four steps as well.  

 

Step 1:  

The first step consists of ten models with two dependent variables, including legitimate 

return behavior (self) (L1) and opportunistic return behavior (self) (O1). Each dependent variable 

has five corresponding models. Specifically, Model 1- L1 is a function of internal drivers, Model 

2- L1 is a function of external drivers, Model 3- L1 is a function of control variables, Model 4- L1 

is a function of internal and external drivers, and Model 5- L1 is a function of internal drivers, 

external drivers, and control variables. These 5 models capture hypotheses H1, H2, H3, H8, H9, 

and H12.  

Model 6- O1 is a function of internal drivers, Model 7- O1 is a function of external drivers, 

Model 8- O1 is a function of control variables, Model 9- O1 is a function of internal and external 

drivers, and Model 10- O1 is a function of internal drivers, external drivers, and control variables. 

These 5 models capture hypotheses H4, H5, H6, H7, H10, H11 and H13. 

The results of Model 1-5 are presented in Table 24.1 and provid support for H3 (β = -

0.12, p-value = 0.05), H8 (β = -0.19, p-value = 0), H9 (β = 0.13, p-value = 0.02), and H12 (β = 

0.10, p-value = 0.05). However, the results do not provide support for H1 (β = 0.002, p-value = 

0.96) and H2 (β = -0.09, p-value = 0.08). In addition, the results indicate an unexpected finding 

that self-monitoring positively relates to legitimate return behavior (self) (β = 0.13, p-value = 

0.01). 
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The results of Model 6-10 are presented in Table 24.2 and provide support for H5 (β = 

0.37, p-value = 0) and H13 (β = 0.11, p-value = 0.01). However, the results do not provide support 

for H4 (β = 0.04, p-value = 0.48), H6 (β = -0.02, p-value = 0.65), H7 (β = -0.08, p-value = 0.13), 

H10 (β = -0.08, p-value = 0.09) and H11 (β = 0.08, p-value = 0.13).  In addition, there are some 

unexpected findings that were not hypothesized in the mode such as the significant influence of 

impulsiveness (β = 0.13, p-value = 0.01), product compatibility (β = -0.19, p-value = 0) and 

perceived risk of keeping the product (β = 0.38, p-value = 0).  

In the overall regression model 5, the F-value is significant (F = 4.355, p-value = 0), 

suggesting that all factors explain a significant part of the variation in the model. The explanatory 

power of the Model 5 (R square = 0.16) is higher than that of Model 4 (R square = 0.09), indicating 

that control variables explained 43.75% of variance in the whole model. The control variables 

gender (β = 0.22, p-value = 0) and education (β = 0.11, p-value = 0.02) significantly relate to 

legitimate return behavior.  

In the overall regression model 10, the F-value is significant (F = 17.55, p-value = 0) and 

the explanatory power of the model 10 (R square = 0.426) is higher than that of Model 9 (R square 

= 0.362), indicating that control variables explained 15% of variance in the whole model. The 

results indicate significant influence of gender (β = -0.08, p-value = 0.05), age (β = -0.17, p-value 

= 0), and race (β = 0.16, p-value = 0).  

 

Step 2: 

In order to test the moderation effect, the interaction variables RSxL1 and RSxO1 were 

created by multiplying moderator return satisfaction (RS) and return behaviors (self). Step 2 tested 

4 models, including Model 1- Repatronage intention (RI) is a function of L1 and O1; Model 2- RI 
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is a function of return satisfaction (RS); Model 3- RI is a function of L1, O1, and RS; and Model 

4- RI is a function of L1, O1, RS, and RSxL1, RSxO1. These models capture hypotheses from 

H14-H17.  

The results are presented in Table 25. H14 (β = 0.213, p-value = 0) and H15 (β = -0.443, 

p-value = 0) are supported. However, the moderation effects H16 (β = 0.739, p-value = 0.580) 

and H17 (β = -0.132, p-value = 0.917) are not significant.
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Table 24.1 
Study 2 - Step 1 (Model 1-5) 

 
Note: Model 1: Legitimate return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers) 
           Model 2: Legitimate return behavior (self) = f (external drivers) 
           Model 3: Legitimate return behavior (self) = f (control variables) 
           Model 4: Legitimate return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers, external drivers) 
           Model 5: Legitimate return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers, external drivers, control variables) 
         *- supported hypotheses; **- unexpected findings 

 
 
 

 IV(s) 
 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 H 
Sup.? 

  St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P  

 
 
Internal 
drivers 

Variety  0.00 0.05 0.96       -0.01 -0.24 0.81 -0.02 -0.44 0.66 H1 
impulsive -0.09 -1.78 0.08       -0.02 -0.35 0.72 -0.03 -0.59 0.56 H2 
Morality -0.07 -1.42 0.16       -0.03 -0.63 0.53 0.06 1.01 0.31  
Materialism 0.08 1.58 0.12       0.05 0.98 0.33 0.07 1.31 0.19  
Uniqueness -0.12 -1.93 0.05       -0.09 -1.77 0.08 -0.08 -1.63 0.10 H3* 
Self-
monitoring 

0.13 2.55 0.01       0.09 1.81 0.07 0.09 1.77 0.08 ** 

 
External 
drivers 

Compati.    -0.19 -3.69 0    -0.16 -2.85 0.01 -0.14 -2.49 0.01 H8* 
Cost    -0.03 0.49 0.62    -0.03 -0.63 0.53 -0.06 -1.05 0.30  
Procedure    0.01 0.13 0.90    0.02 0.28 0.78 0.051 0.84 0.40  
Risk     0.13 2.32 0.02    0.12 2.19 0.04 0.10 1.85 0.07 H9* 
Social 
group 

   0.10 2.01 0.05    0.10 1.82 0.07 0.07 1.22 0.22 H12* 

 
Control 
var. 

Gender       0.24 4.75 0    0.22 4.24 0  
Age       0.06 1.12 0.26    0.06 1.01 0.32  
Income       0.02 0.43 0.67    0.03 0.59 0.55  
Education       0.12 2.40 0.02    0.11 2.26 0.02  
Race       -0.02 -0.33 0.74    -0.00 -0.07 0.94  

R  0.21   0.27   0.30   0.303   0.40    
R 
Square 

 0.05   0.07   0.09   0.09   0.16    

F value  3.058  0.01 6.234  0 7.52  0 3.515  0 4.355  0  
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Table 24.2  
Study 2 - Step 1 (Model 6-10) 

 
Note:  Model 6: Opportunistic return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers) 
           Model 7: Opportunistic return behavior (self) = f (external drivers) 
           Model 8: Opportunistic return behavior (self) = f (control variables) 
           Model 9: Opportunistic return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers, external drivers) 
           Model 10: Opportunistic return behavior (self) = f (internal drivers, external drivers, control variables) 
         *- supported hypotheses; **- unexpected findings 

 
 

 

 IV(s) 
 

Mode 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 H 
Sup.? 

  St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P  

 
 
Internal 
drivers 

Variety  -0.09 -1.91 0.06       -0.08 -1.84 0.07 -0.08 -1.91 0.06  
impulsive 0.13 2.77 0.01       0.03 0.63 0.53 0.05 1.22 0.23 ** 
Morality 0.37 7.71 0       0.29 6.63 0 0.22 4.93 0 H5* 
Materialism -0.08 -1.53 0.13       -0.03 -0.53 0.59 -0.03 -0.71 0.48 H7 
Uniqueness 0.04 0.71 0.48       -0.00 -0.09 0.93 -0.02 -0.52 0.61 H4 
Self-
monitoring 

-0.02 -0.46 0.65       0.04 0.94 0.35 0.05 1.09 0.28 H6 

 
External 
drivers 

Compati.    -0.19 -4.11 0    -0.16 -3.47 0 -0.17 -3.80 0 ** 
Cost    -0.07 -1.5 0.14    -0.08 -1.64 0.10 -0.08 -1.73 0.09 H10 
Procedure    0.08 1.54 0.13    0.08 1.53 0.13 0.05 0.93 0.35 H11 
Risk     0.38 7.74 0    0.34 7.21 0 0.30 6.59 0 ** 
Social 
group 

   0.11 2.58 0.01    0.08 1.72 0.09 0.04 0.82 0.41 H13* 

 
Control 
var. 

Gender       -0.22 -4.76 0    -0.08 -1.95 0.05  
Age       -0.26 -5.36 0    -0.17 -3.77 0  
Income       0.04 0.08 0.94    0.01 0.18 0.86  
Education       0.05 0.98 0.33    0.07 1.67 0.10  
Race       0.19 4.11 0    0.16 3.91 0  

R  0.421   0.521   0.43   0.602   0.653    
R 
Square 

 0.177   0.272   0.19   0.362   0.426    

F value  13.91  0 29.02  0 18.10  0 19.79  0 17.55  0  
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Table 25 
Study 2 - Step 2 

 
 IV(s) Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

St. Beta T-value P St. Beta T-value P  St. Beta T-value P St. Beta T-value P 
Return 
behavior 
(self) 

L1 0.213 4.888 0    0.172 4.019 0 -0.518 -0.416 0.678 
O1 -0.443 -10.162 0    -0.411 -9.662 0 -0.278 -0.219 0.827 

Moderator RS    0.336 7.073 0 0.236 5.497 0 0.081 0.265 0.791 
Interaction RSxL1          0.739 0.554 0.580 

RSxO1          -0.132 -0.104 0.917 
R  0.518   0.336   0.566   0.566   
R square  0.268   0.113   0.320   0.321   
F value  71.697  0 50.032  0 61.435  0 36.765  0 

 
       Note:  Model 1: Repatronage intention = f (L1, O1) 
                  Model 2: Repatronage intention = f (RS) 
                  Model 3: Repatronage intention = f (L1, O1, RS) 
                  Model 4: Repatronage intention = f (L1, O1, RS, RSxO1, RSxO2) 
                  L1 - Legitimate return behavior (self) 
                  O1 – Opportunistic return behavior (self) 
                  RS – Return satisfaction 
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Step 3: 

Step 3 tested the influence of behavior drivers (internal and external) on return behaviors 

(others) and the influence of control variables (e.g., age, gender, income, education, and race). This 

step consists of ten models with two dependent variables, including legitimate return behavior 

(others) (L2) and opportunistic return behavior (others) (O2). Each dependent variable has five 

corresponding models. Specifically, Model 1- L2 is a function of internal drivers, Model 2- L2 is 

a function of external drivers, Model 3- L2 is a function of control variables, Model 4- L2 is a 

function of internal and external drivers, and Model 5- L2 is a function of internal drivers, external 

drivers, and control variables. These 5 models capture hypotheses H1, H2, H3, H8, H9, and H12.  

Model 6- O2 is a function of internal drivers, Model 7- O2 is a function of external drivers, 

Model 8- O2 is a function of control variables, Model 9- O2 is a function of internal and external 

drivers, and Model 10- O2 is a function of internal drivers, external drivers, and control variables. 

These 5 models capture hypotheses H4, H5, H6, H7, H10, H11 and H13. 

The results of Model 1-5 are presented in Table 26.1 and provide support for H2 (β = 0.105, 

p-value = 0.05). The regression results do not provide support for H1 (β = -0.038, p-value = 0.46), 

H3 (β = -0.07, p-value = 0.19), H8 (β = 0.081, p-value = 0.14), H9 (β = -0.01, p-value = 0.87), and 

H12 (β = -0.03 p-value = 0.56) though. In addition, the results reveal two unexpected finding that 

were not hypothesized, self-monitoring is positively related to legitimate return behavior (β = 

0.138, p-value = 0.01) and morality is negatively related to legitimate return behavior controlling 

for demographic variables (β = 0.115, p-value = 0.04). 

The results of Model 6-10 are presented in Table 26.2 and provide support for H5 (β = 

0.288, p-value = 0) and H13 (β = 0.075, p-value = 0.10). However, the results do not provide 

support for H4 (β = 0.04, p-value = 0.43), H6 (β = -0.03, p-value = 0.6), H7 (β = -0.05, p-value = 
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0.32), H10 (β = -0.05, p-value = 0.31), and H11 (β = -0.11, p-value = 0.06). In addition, there are 

some unexpected findings that were not hypothesized in the mode such as the significant influence 

of perceived risk of keeping the product (β = -0.335, p-value = 0), variety seeking (β = -0.14, p-

value = 0.0004), and impulsiveness (β = 0.192, p-value = 0). 

In the overall regression model 5, the F-value is significant (F =2.663, p-value = 0.001), 

suggesting that all factors explain a significant part of the variation in the model. Although the 

explanatory power of the model is poor (R square = 0.101), comparing with Model 4 (R square = 

0.053), control variables still explain a significant part (47.5%) of the variance. The control 

variables gender (β = 0.132, p-value = 0.015) and income (β = 0.156, p-value = 0.003) significantly 

influence legitimate return behavior.  

In the overall regression model 10, the F-value is significant (F = 10.64, p-value = 0) and 

the explanatory power of the model (R square = 0.31) is higher than Model 9 (R square = 0.27), 

which means control variables explain 12.9% of the variance in the whole model. The results 

indicate a significant age (β = -0.13, p-value = 0.008), income (β = 0.08, p-value = 0.098), and 

race (β = 0.146, p-value = 0.001) influence.  

 

Step 4: 

The new interaction variables RSxL2 and RSxO2 were created by multiplying moderator 

return satisfaction (RS) and return behaviors (others). Step 4 tested 4 models, including Model 1- 

Repatronage intention (RI) is a function of L2 and O2, Model 2- RI is a function of return 

satisfaction (RS), Model 3- RI is a function of L2, O2, and RS, and Model 4- RI is a function of 

L2, O2, RS, and RSxL2, RSxO2. These models capture hypotheses from H14-H17.  
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The results are presented in Table 27. H14 (β = 0.216, p-value = 0) and H15 (β = -0.516, 

p-value = 0) are supported. Again, the moderation effects H16 (β = -1.175, p-value = 0.354) and 

H17 (β = 0.077, p-value = 0.956) are not significant.  

A summary of results are provided in Table 28, and visually depicted in Figure 2. 
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Table 26.1 
Study 2 - Step 3 (Model 1-5) 

Note: Model 1: Legitimate return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers) 
           Model 2: Legitimate return behavior (others) = f (external drivers) 
           Model 3: Legitimate return behavior (others) = f (control variables) 
           Model 4: Legitimate return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers, external drivers) 
           Model 5: Legitimate return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers, external drivers, control variables) 
           *- supported hypotheses; **- unexpected findings 

 

  
 

 IV(s) 
 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 H 
Sup.? 

  St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P  

 
 
Internal 
drivers 

Variety  -0.04 -0.75 0.46       -0.05 -0.99 0.32 -0.06 -1.18 0.24 H1 
impulsive 0.11 1.20 0.05       0.15 2.63 0.01 0.13 2.39 0.02 H2* 
Morality -0.05 -0.99 0.32       -0.06 -1.20 0.23 -0.12 -2.06 0.04  
Materialism 0.04 0.67 0.50       0.03 0.54 0.59 0.04 0.76 0.45  
Uniqueness -0.07 -1.32 0.19       -0.07 -1.25 0.21 -0.08 -1.51 0.13 H3 
Self-
monitoring 

0.14 2.69 0.01       0.13 2.38 0.02 0.11 2.15 0.03 ** 

 
Externa
l drivers 

Compati.    0.08 1.49 0.14    0.08 1.44 0.15 0.07 1.27 0.21 H8 
Cost    -0.04 -0.72 0.47    -0.05 -0.94 0.35 -0.07 -1.31 0.19  
Procedure    0.03 0.5 0.62    0.03 0.41 0.68 0.0 0.75 0.45  
Risk     -0.01 -0.17 0.87    -0.03 -0.44 0.66 -0.02 -0.42 0.68 H9 
Social     -0.03 -0.59 0.56    -0.09 -1.61 0.11 -0.07 -1.28 0.20 H12 

 
Control 
var. 

Gender       0.11 2.22 0.03    0.13 2.45 0.02  
Age       -0.05 -0.87 0.38    -0.01 -0.19 0.85  
Income       0.17 3.17 0.00    0.16 2.98 0.00  
Education       0.03 0.55 0.58    0.05 0.97 0.33  
Race       0.07 1.41 0.16    0.08 1.54 0.13  

R  0.2   0.088   0.21   0.23   0.32    
R 
Square 

 0.04   0.008   0.04   0.05   0.10    

F value  2.68  0.02 0.606  0.70 3.58  0.00 1.95  0.03 2.66  0.00  
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Table 26.2  
Study 2 - Step 3 (Model 6-10) 

 
Note:  Model 6: Opportunistic return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers) 
           Model 7: Opportunistic return behavior (others) = f (external drivers) 
           Model 8: Opportunistic return behavior (others) = f (control variables) 
           Model 9: Opportunistic return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers, external drivers) 
           Model 10: Opportunistic return behavior (others) = f (internal drivers, external drivers, control variables) 
         *- supported hypotheses; **- unexpected findings 

 
 
 

 IV(s) 
 

Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 H 
Sup.? 

  St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P St. β T P  

 
 
Internal 
drivers 

Variety  -0.14 -2.94 0.00       -0.14 -3.02 0.00 -0.14 -3.14 0.00 ** 
impulsive 0.19 3.91 0       0.13 2.69 0.01 0.14 2.80 0.01 ** 
Morality 0.29 5.92 0       0.23 4.93 0 0.20 4.07 0 H5* 
Materialism -0.05 -0.99 0.32       -0.02 -0.34 0.73 -0.02 -0.35 0.73 H7 
Uniqueness 0.04 0.79 0.43       0.01 0.13 0.90 -0.02 -0.32 0.75 H4 
Self-
monitoring 

-0.03 -0.53 0.6       0.01 0.28 0.78 0.01 0.19 0.85 H6 

 
Externa
l drivers 

Compati.    -0.09 -1.8 0.08    -0.05 -0.9 0.37 -0.06 -1.10 0.27  
Cost    -0.05 -1.0 0.31    -0.06 -1.19 0.24 -0.07 -1.36 0.17 H10 
Procedure    -0.11 -1.9 0.06    -0.09 -1.75 0.08 0.08 1.42 0.16 H11 
Risk     0.335 6.36 0    0.29 5.77 0 0.27 5.29 0 ** 
Social    0.075 1.61 0.10    0.01 0.12 0.90 -0.01 -0.29 0.77 H13 

 
Control 
var. 

Gender       -0.12 -2.40 0.02    -0.00 -0.06 0.95  
Age       -0.23 -4.50 0    -0.13 -2.66 0.01  
Income       0.07 1.48 0.14    0.08 1.66 0.10  
Education       -0.02 -0.32 0.75    0.01 0.26 0.80  
Race       0.17 3.62 0    0.15 3.29 0.00  

R  0.394   0.427   0.34   0.52   0.56    
R 
Square 

 0.156   0.182   0.12   0.27   0.31    

F value  11.91  0 17.36  0 10.12  0 12.90  0 10.64  0  
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Table 27  
Study 2 - Step 4 

 
 IV(s) Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

St. Beta T-value P St. Beta T-value P  St. Beta T-value P St. Beta T-value P 
Return 
behavior 
(others) 

L2 0.216 4.695 0    0.165 3.651 0 1.309 1.061 0.289 
O2 -0.516 -11.219 0    -0.465 -10.30 0 -0.546 -0.385 0.701 

Moderator RS    0.336 7.073 0 0.245 5.622 0 0.390 2.493 0.013 
Interaction RSxL2          -1.175 -0.928 0.354 

RSxO2          0.077 0.055 0.956 
R  0.496   0.336   0.550   0.551   
R square  0.246   0.113   0.302   0.304   
F value  63.935  0 50.032  0 56.488  0 33.999  0 

 
             Note: Model 1: Repatronage intention = f (L2, O2) 
                       Model 2: Repatronage intention = f (RS) 
                       Model 3: Repatronage intention = f (L2, O2, RS) 
                       Model 4: Repatronage intention = f (L2, O2, RS, RSxO2, RSxO2)  
                       L2 - Legitimate return behavior (others) 
                       O2 – Opportunistic return behavior (others) 
                       RS – Return satisfaction 
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Table 28.1  
Study 2 - Hypotheses Testing Results 

 
Hypotheses Support? 

Self    Others 
H2: Impulsiveness Legitimate return behavior (others) (+)  Yes 

H3: Perceived uniqueness  Legitimate return behavior (self) (-) Yes  

H5: ImmoralityOpportunistic return behavior (self & others)(+) Yes Yes 

H8: Product compatibility  Legitimate return behavior (self) (-)  Yes  

H9: Perceived risk  Legitimate return behavior (self)(+) Yes  

H12: Negative social group influence  Legitimate return behavior (self) (+) Yes  

H13: Negative social group influence  Opportunistic return behavior (self  & others) 
(+) 

Yes Yes 

H14: Legitimate return behavior  Repatronage intention (self  & others) (+) Yes Yes 
H15: Opportunistic return behavior  Repatronage intention (self & others) (-) Yes Yes 

H1: Variety seeking  Legitimate return behavior (+) No 

H4: Perceived uniqueness  Opportunistic return behavior (-) No 

H6: Self-monitoring  Opportunistic return behavior (-) No 

H7: Materialism  Opportunistic return behavior (-) No 

H10: Perceived cost Opportunistic return behavior (-) No 

H11: Perceived procedure Opportunistic return behavior (-) No 

H16 & 17: Moderation effects No 

Immorality--> Legitimate return behavior (others) (-) Unexpected 
finding 

Self-monitoring--> Legitimate return behavior (self & others)(+) Unexpected 
finding 

Compatibility--> Opportunistic return behavior (self) (-) Unexpected 
finding 

Perceived risk--> Opportunistic return behavior (self & others) (+) Unexpected 
finding 

 
Table 28.2 

Study 2 - Control Variables 
Control 
variables 

Legitimate return 
behavior 

Opportunistic return 
behavior 

 Self Others Self Others 
Gender *(+) *(+) *(-)  
Age   *(-) *(-) 
Income  *(+)  *(+) 
Education *(+)    
Race   *(+) *(+) 
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Figure 2. Supported hypotheses in the model (study 1 & 2) 

  

Variety 

Impulsiveness 

Uniqueness 

Immorality 

Materialism 

Compatibility 

Risk 

Cost 

Legitimate return 
behavior 

Opportunistic 
return behavior 

Social 

Procedure 

Repatronage 
intention 

H12 (+) S/M 

Self-monitoring 

H14 (+) S/M 

H15 (-) S/M 

Note: “S” – Students sample 
         “M” – Amazon MTurk sample 
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CHAPTER 5  

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATION 

Overview 

The fundamental purpose of this study is to investigate two types of consumer product 

return behavior (legitimate and opportunistic), the drivers of these behaviors, and the consequence 

of these behaviors. This study relies on a confirmation/disconfirmation framework (Oliver, 1980) 

and the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991) as its theoretical foundation and takes the stance 

that consumer product return behaviors occur not necessarily due to dissatisfaction but are 

influenced by personal attitudes, subjective norms and other behavioral control variables.  

To this end, this study introduces the issues of the product returns in the market and 

discusses all the possible product return behaviors (legitimate return behavior and opportunistic 

return behavior) and drives of such return behaviors. It offers a detailed review of literature, 

including the product return literature and the ethical literature, and introduces overarching 

theories relate to product return behaviors which lead to hypotheses development. Using data of 

student and non-students sample, the results of multivariate regression analysis provide a deep 

insight into consumers return behaviors, their antecedents and consequence. This chapter presents 

a discussion of the statistical results of the hypotheses, and contributions of the study, limitations 

and future studies.  

 

Discussion 

Overall, the results of two samples are very consistent. H5, H8, H9, H12, H13 and H14 are 

supported in the two data sets (Student and MTurk). H2 and H3 are supported in the Mturk sample 

only, and H4 is supported in the Student sample only. The findings indicate some significant 
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control variables and unexpected findings as well. In the following sections, first, a discussion of 

the influences of internal and external drivers is provided, followed by a discussion of the 

consequence of return behaviors, and control variables’ influence.  

 

Drivers (Internal and External) 

Immorality. The findings indicate that immorality positively associates with opportunistic 

return behavior, supporting H5. TPB (Ajzen, 1991) postulates that consumer behavior is 

influenced by subjective norms - the extent to which a person cares about other people’s attitudes. 

Morality is one of the subject norms that leads to certain behaviors. Immoral consumers don’t care 

about others, and are more likely to behave in ways that benefit themselves even through cheating 

behaviors (Wirtz and Kum, 2004). Therefore, in the product return context, these immoral 

customers are more likely to make opportunistic returns. However, the results also show a negative 

relationship between immorality and legitimate return behavior. This relationship does not have 

theory support and thus is not hypothesized in the study. It needs to be further studied.  

Product compatibility. The results suggest that product compatibility negatively influences 

legitimate return behavior, supporting H8. The findings also indicate that product compatibility 

negatively influences opportunistic return behavior. According to the C/D framework (Oliver, 

1980), when the product performs as expected, there is confirmation, which leads to satisfaction. 

Customer satisfaction is able to reduce a customer’s perceived risk and increase customer loyalty 

(Petersen and Kumar, 2012). Therefore these findings confirm that the C/D framework also applies 

to the product return context. Simply, if customers believe that the product performs as expected, 

or is the one that they are looking for, including price, performance, and so on, they will feel 

satisfied and thus are less likely to return the product. 
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Perceived risk. The perceived risk of keeping the product positively influences legitimate 

return behavior (H9) and also positively influences opportunistic return behavior. Perceived risk 

consists of performance risk, financial risk and social risk (Mowen and Minor, 2006). Customers 

have the desire to keep the level of risk low. Thus the higher the perceived risk of keeping the 

product, the more the likely the customer is to return the product both legitimately and 

opportunistically.  

Social group influence. The results support H12 and H13, which state that a negative social 

group influence significantly increases legitimate and opportunistic return behaviors. Social 

groups can be both positive and negative. Misbehavior can be learned through negative social 

group influence (Fullerton and Punj, 1993). The findings indicate the important role of a social 

group in influencing a consumer’s product return behavior.  

Desire for uniqueness. The Student sample shows support for H4, which states the negative 

relationship between desire for uniqueness and opportunistic return behavior. However, the 

negative relationship between this construct and legitimate return behavior (H3) was only 

supported in the MTurk sample. Although the findings seem inconsistent in the two samples, the 

study indicates that desire for uniqueness reduces both legitimate and opportunistic product return 

behavior.  

Impulsiveness. The positive relationship between impulsiveness and legitimate return 

behavior (H2) is supported only in the MTurk sample. Impulsive customers are more likely to 

make legitimate returns because they buy things without thinking or buy things on the spur-of-the 

moment, thus making it more likely they will change their minds after the purchase.  

Variety seeking. The results of Student sample shows that variety seeker consumers are 

less likely to return products legitimately, which is opposite of H1. Previous studies suggest that 
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variety seekers are more likely to switch brands, have low level of loyalty (Van Trijp et al., 1996) 

and are more likely to pursue innovative products since they seek product novelty (Manning et al., 

1995).  This is not the same, however, as saying they are more likely to return the purchase. While 

pursuing for novelty, variety seekers are less likely to return the purchase to keep the level of 

variety. Conceptually, such a negative relationship is consistent with the personality of the variety 

seeker himself or herself. However, this finding needs strong theory support and needs to be further 

studied. 

Self-monitoring and Materialism. Two other unexpected findings are that self-monitoring 

positively influences legitimate return behavior, and materialism positively influences legitimate 

return behavior. High self-monitors are very sensitive and able to adjust themselves to fit into 

different social situations (Wirtz and Kum, 2004) because they care how other people see them. If 

the product does not perform as expected or if the perceived social risk is high, i.e., other people 

laugh at it, they are more likely to return the product for such legitimate reasons as the product 

does not fit or they changed their minds. Materialistic customers enjoy possessions and pursue 

happiness through possessions (Belk, 1984). Relying on this argument, the significant materialism 

influence has no theory support, thus needs to be further studied. The study does not support the 

negative relationship between self-monitoring and opportunistic return behavior (H6) and the 

positive relationship between materialism and opportunistic return behavior (H7).  

Perceived cost of returning the product and perceived complexity of returning procedure. 

The results of the two studies do not show any significant influence of these two constructs. 

Hypotheses H10 and H11 are not supported. 

Consequence 
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Repatronage intention. The results indicate that legitimate return behavior positively 

influences a consumer’s repatronage intention and opportunistic return behavior significantly 

decreases the consumer’s repatronage intention, supporting H14 and H15. General speaking, 

consumers who return the products for legitimate reasons expect the problems can be solved, as 

long as their return requests can be taken good care of, they are satisfied and will come back again 

because the service guarantee reduces consumers’ perceived risk. However, the consumer who 

successfully returns a very used product or a stolen item may feel guilty and embarrassed to come 

back in the near future, thus decreasing repatronage intention.  

 

Control variables 

This study includes demographic factors such as gender, age, income, education, and race 

as control variables. The results of the control variables’ influence are not consistent between the 

two samples. In the Student sample, the findings indicate a positive age influence on legitimate 

return behavior. As age increases, older consumers have higher expectations for the products than 

do younger consumers, thus they are more likely to make legitimate returns.  

The Mturk sample reveals some interesting findings. (1) Gender (1 = male, 2 = female) 

positively influences legitimate return behavior and negatively influences opportunistic return 

behavior. Women are more likely to behave legitimately, whereas men are more likely to behave 

opportunistically. (2) Age negatively influences opportunistic return behavior. Consumers are less 

likely to behave opportunistically as their age increases. (3) Income positively influences 

legitimate and opportunistic return behavior. Consumers with higher incomes are more likely to 

return the product, legitimately and opportunistically. (4) Education positively influences 

legitimate return behavior. Consumers with higher education levels are more likely to return the 
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product legitimately because they have higher expectations. (5) Race (1 = White; 2 = Minority) 

positively influences opportunistic return behavior. Minorities are more likely to return the product 

opportunistically than white people. This finding is unexpected, and will be further studied. 

Contributions 

The current study identifies different consumer product return behaviors, including 

legitimate and opportunistic return behaviors, investigates if and how different psychological and 

marketing factors influence these product return behaviors and examines the consequence of these 

behaviors. It contributes to both the academy and to industry.  

Academic contribution 

Product return is considered to be one of the most important issues that firms need to deal 

with because it erodes firm profits (Blanchard, 2007). As pointed out by Lawton (2008), only 5% 

of product returns originate from product defects. Thus fraudulent return behaviors aggregate this 

problem. To solve this problem, some retailers have restricted their return policy, which does not 

work well because the restrictive return policy also reduces customer satisfaction and loyalty 

(Petersen and Kumar, 2009). While the extant literature mainly focuses on examining the effects 

of return policies, issues involving consumer product return behaviors have been largely 

overlooked.  

A qualitative study conducted by the author in Summer 2014 proved to be very helpful in 

that it provided insights into the reasons behind consumer return behaviors, including 

impulsiveness, product compatibility and perceived cost.  

Academicians (i.e., Wirtz and Kum, 2004; Johnson and Rhee, 2008; Hirunyawipada and 

Paswan, 2006; King and Dennis, 2003) have identified a plethora of factors (i.e., variety seeking, 

self-monitoring, materialism, morality, social group influence) that influence consumer behaviors 
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(i.e., buying behavior, consuming behavior, and complaining behavior); however, there is a lack 

of connection between these factors and product return behavior. Thus based on the results of the 

qualitative study and the literature on consumer behavior research, this study derived a research 

model specifying key factors relating to consumer product return behaviors. Thus as indicated in 

the literature review, this study is the first one that examines consumer product return behaviors 

in a comprehensive way and adds to the product return literature.  

To be specific, the findings confirm the definitions of legitimate return behavior and 

opportunistic return behavior. It confirms that legitimate return behaviors consist of four types of 

return behaviors: (1) customers return the product because the product has a defect; (2) customers 

return the product because the seller is at fault; (3) customers return the product because they 

change their minds; and (4) customers return the product because they find a lower price elsewhere 

or they find a product with higher performance. All the other return behaviors, such as merchandise 

borrowing and stolen items return, are classified as opportunistic return behaviors. This study is 

the first in the product return literature to differentiate different types of consumer product return 

behaviors. This study’s findings are very important for setting milestone for future studies to 

examine more deeply how different return behaviors have significant different influences on 

retailers.  

In addition, the findings indicate that impulsiveness, desire for product uniqueness, product 

compatibility, and perceived risk significantly influence legitimate return behaviors, confirming 

that the confirmation/disconfirmation (C/D) framework is able to explain product returns occur 

due to an unsatisfactory purchase. On the other hand, the results show that immorality and negative 

social group influence significantly impact opportunistic return behaviors, indicating that the 
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theory of planned behavior (TPB) applies to the context of product return as well. Thus this study 

adds to the context of C/D framework and TPB.  

Managerial contribution 

This study has important implications for manufacturers and retailers as well. From a firm’s 

perspective, since product returns erode profits (Lawton, 2008), manufacturers and retailers can 

learn how to reduce product returns based on the findings.  

First, impulsiveness is found to positively increase legitimate return behavior. While it is 

difficult to change customer personalities, managers are able to reduce impulsive buying through 

advertising design. For example, a product might be advertised with as much detailed information 

as possible, thus preventing impulsive buying. Such a strategy might result in decreased sales in 

the short term; however, it also reduces the customer’s perceived risk and reduces the chance of a 

product being returned for the reasons of changed minds, found a lower price elsewhere or 

switching to another product, which in turn increase the firm’s profits to some extent.  

Second, product compatibility and consumers desire for product uniqueness negatively 

relate to legitimate return behavior, indicating the importance of marketing orientation. Managers 

should analyze customer profiles for a specific market, i.e., education level, family income, and 

ethnicity. By knowing their customers’ shopping behaviors, firms are able to market products that 

fit with their customers’ needs and wants, thus decreasing product returns.  

Finally, opportunistic return behaviors are more likely to be influenced by psychology 

factors and thus are difficult to be controlled since it’s not easy to change personal traits. The study 

indicates that immorality positively influences opportunistic return behavior. Immoral consumers 

are so selfish that they only care about themselves. They behave opportunistically as long as such 

behavior benefits themselves. To reduce opportunistic return behaviors, managers can educate 
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customers by letting them know that if they continue being dishonest, i.e., return the used product, 

or change the price tags, they will eventually end up swallowing the bitter pills through an 

increased product price or a tightened return policy.  

Limitation 

Students at a university in the Dallas Fort Worth area in Texas were asked to reach six 

other people to do online survey. This snowball data collection method is used fairly widely in 

academic research (Huang and Oppewal, 2006). In order to generalize the findings, this study also 

collected data from general consumers via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Using these different 

sampling methods, the study reached diverse respondents and thus the results were more robust. 

However, the self-reported internet-based survey poses a limitation by itself with subjective 

responses regarding actual product return behaviors. The secondary retailing store data, i.e., 

scanner panel data (Jorge and Bucklin, 2004), provide more objective information pertaining to 

consumer product return behaviors.  

The second limitation is the focal product category. At the beginning of the survey, the 

respondents were asked about their apparel shopping frequency and monthly spending on apparel. 

Thus this study focused on consumers’ apparel return behaviors only. However, return behaviors 

vary across different product categories. For example, general speaking, while people buy and 

return clothing frequently, the same situation does not apply to electronic products. As indicated 

by the results of the Summer 2014 qualitative study, consumers may impulsively buy clothing, but 

not expensive TVs or home theaters.  

Finally, the study only collected data in U.S. where product return is a normal practice. The 

results would have been different if we collected data in Asian countries such as China, India, 

Bangladesh, or Nepal where product returns are generally not accepted.  
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Future studies 

First, as indicated in the study limitations, the author believes that more information 

pertaining to consumer product return behaviors can be captured using store scanner panel data. 

Managers will eventually learn how to reduce product returns by using real business data analysis 

since consumer return behaviors vary across different stores and across different product 

categories.  

Second, in some Asian countries such as China, product return is not a normal practice. 

Although today, in China, for competition reasons, some online sellers have started accepting 

consumer product returns, brick-and-motor sellers still have a “you buy it, it is yours” policy. 

Therefore, it will be very interesting to learn Chinese consumer attitudes toward product returns, 

especially considering that Chinese consumer buying power has dramatically increased during the 

past ten years.  It would be very helpful to study if consumers would buy more if there were general 

return policies in China. 

Third, in the current study, several variables (i.e., perceived cost and return procedure) 

had no influence on product return behaviors at all. In addition, the study reveals several 

unexpected findings that were not supported by theory. Thus an experiment might be conducted 

in the future to study the probable reasons behind the unexpected findings and the unsupported 

hypotheses. Besides empirical study, lab experiment is another way to study consumer return 

behaviors.  Combing the two approaches is likely to provide much deeper insights (Levitt and 

List, 2007).
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Suppose you need to buy Computer, Camera or Cellphone from the following stores and the 
price of your purchase is same in all of the stores, which store you prefer? 

Scenario: Store A (Walmart) 

• 15 days Standard Return Policy. Opened items are accepted, but have to be in the original 

package and in new condition.  

• Restocking fee: No Restocking fee.  

• Return Shipping: No return shipping charges if Return to store.  

 

Scenario: Store B (Amazon.com) 

• 30 days Standard Return Policy. Opened and defective items are accepted, but have to be 

in the original package and in new condition.  

• Restocking fee: No Restocking fee.  

• Return Shipping: Buyer pays return shipping unless the return is due to a store error.  

 
Scenario: Store C (Office Depot) 

• 14 days Standard Return Policy. Opened items can only be exchanged, no return.  

• Restocking fee: No Restocking fee for the unopened item, or 15% Restocking Fee will be 

applied for missing parts/ determined by the store whether they would apply restocking 

fee. 

• Return Shipping: No return shipping charges if Return to store.  

 
Scenario: Store D (Newegg.com) 

• 30 days Standard Return Policy. Opened but defective item cannot be returned. 

• Restocking fee: No restocking fee for the unopened item return,  or up to 25% restocking 

fee will be charged for the opened free from defective item; 

• Return Shipping: Buyer pays return shipping unless the return is due to a store error.  

 

Scenario: Store E (eBay seller or amazon marketplace) 

• No Return Policy.  
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Questionnaire 

1. Could you please name some electronic products that you would like to buy? 

2. What is your motivation to buy electronic product? 

3. What is your electronics purchase within the last 6 month, such as computer, cellphone or 

TV? 

4. How frequently you change your cellphone, or computer, or TV? 

5. What are the stores you usually buy from? 

6. Have you ever returned any electronic products that you purchased? 

7. What were the primary reasons you returned the product/products? 

8. Do you look at the return store return policy when you are thinking of buying any 

electronics products? 

9. What are the things in the return policy you look for (example, time , restocking fee, or 

whether or not they accept product even if  the product is not defective) 

10. Could you please have look on the two return policy scenarios and tell us where you may 

prefer to buy?  

11. How important is Return Policy to you in making purchase decision? 

12. How would you evaluate return policy differently based on level of price? 

13. How would evaluate return policy differently based on the channel format? 

14. How would you evaluate return policy differently based on promotion? 

15. How would you evaluate return policy differently based on level of customization of the 

product?  

16. Would you accept rigid return policy for good store image? 

17. Would you evaluate return policy differently depending upon whether the product is 

general product or specialty product? 

18. Assume that you bought a product, it is a good product and there is nothing wrong with 

it, but then you changed your mind or just simply don’t like it. What would you do? 

19. Assume that you bought a product at a certain price and you still have 10 days to return 

the product. You found that another store is selling the product a significantly lower 

price. What would you do?  
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20. If you want to re-purchase it, where do you want to purchase it, the same store or another 

store? What factors influence your re-purchase decision, i.e., product quality, price, 

convenience, customer service, or return policy? 

21. Would you be willing to switch to a competitor if you see lenient return policy given that 

all other things remain the same? 

 

Demographic Questions 

1. My GENDER is:  [please 

check (√)] 

_____ Male _____ Female  

         

2. My AGE is:  [please circle] 1 18  –  21 2 22  –  25  3 26  –  29 4 30  –  33 

  5 34  –  37 6 Over 37     

          

3. My current ACADEMIC 

STATUS is: 

1 Freshman 2 Sophomore 3 Junior 4 Senior 

  5 Graduate 6 Ph.D.     

          

4. My ethnicity is: 1 White 2 Black 3 Hispanic 4 Asian 

  5 Pacific 

Islander 

7 Multiracial 8  Other   

          

6. Please write your major:         
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This survey is intended to measure your attitude towards product return behavior. Please circle 
the number that most closely matches your attitude/opinion. Your identity and response will be 
kept confidential                                

How often do you 
shop for apparels 
(clothes)? 

Once a 
week 

Once in 
15 days 

Once a 
month 

Once 
every 
three 
months 

Once 
every 6 
months 

Once 
a year 

 
On average, how much do 
you spend on apparels 
(clothes) per month? 

Less than 
$25 

$25-
$50 

$50-
$100 

More than 
$100 

Not 
Applicable 

 
Where do you shop more frequently 
for apparels (clothes), online or brick-
and-mortar store? 

Online Brick-and-
mortar store 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
A. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?  

  Strongly 
Disagree 

   Strongly 
Agree 

1. I would rather stick with a brand I usually buy than try 
something I am not very sure of. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. When I go to a restaurant, I feel it is safer to order dishes I 
am familiar with. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. If I like a product, I rarely switch from it just to try 
something different. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. I am very cautious in trying new or different products. 1 2 3 4 5 
5. Even though certain food products are available in a 
number of different flavors, I tend to buy the same flavor. 1 2 3 4 5 

6. I enjoy taking chances in buying unfamiliar brands just to 
get some variety in my purchases. 1 2 3 4 5 

B. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
  Strongly 

Disagree 
   Strongly 

Agree 
1. Sometimes I buy things on the spur-of-the moment. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. I buy things according to how I feel at the moment. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. I often buy things without thinking. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. Sometimes I am a little bit reckless about what I buy. 1 2 3 4 5 
5."Buy now, think about it later" describes me. 1 2 3 4 5 
6. I often buy things spontaneously. 1 2 3 4 5 
7. “Just do it” describes the way I buy things. 1 2 3 4 5 
8. “I see it, I buy it” described me. 1 2 3 4 5 
9. I carefully plan most of my purchases. 1 2 3 4 5 

C. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
  Strongly 

Disagree 
   Strongly 

Agree 
1. I often decide to buy those products that my friends have 
told me about. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. I often decide to buy those products that I see my friends 
using. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. I place a lot of confidence in friends' opinion in buying 
products. 1 2 3 4 5 
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4. Many products I own are similar to those of my friends. 1 2 3 4 5 
D. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

   Strongly 
Agree 

1. It’s important to me to have really nice things. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. I would like to be rich enough to buy anything I want. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. I’d be happier if I could afford to buy more things. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. It sometimes bothers me quite a bit that I can't afford to buy 
all the things I want. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. People place too much emphasis on material things. 1 2 3 4 5 
6. It’s really true that money can buy happiness. 1 2 3 4 5 

E. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
  Strongly 

Disagree 
   Strongly 

Agree 
1. I am generally more likely to buy a product if it is rare. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. In general, I enjoy having things that others don’t have. 1 2 3 4 5 

F. To what extent do you ACCEPT the following statements? 
 Not 

acceptable 
at all 

   Acceptable 

1. Rules are made to be broken. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. It is OK to break rules as long as you do not get caught. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Fighting is OK when provoked. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. If honest ways to achieve something fail, then use dishonest 
ways. 1 2 3 4 5 

G. Please indicate your attitude toward the following behaviors ranging from "Certainly, always 
false" TO "Certainly, always true". 
 Certainly, 

always 
false 

    Certainly, 
always 
false 

1. In social situations, I have the ability to alter my 
behavior if I feel that something else is called 
for. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

2. I have the ability to control the way I come 
across to people, depending on the impression I 
wish to give them. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

3. When I feel that the image I am portraying isn’t 
working, I can readily change it to something 
that does. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

4. I have trouble changing my behavior to suit 
different people and different situations. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

5. I have found that I can adjust my behavior to 
meet the requirements of any situation I find 
myself in. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

6. Even when it might be to my advantage, I have 
difficulty putting up a good front. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

7. Once I know what the situation calls for, it’s 
easy for me to regulate my actions accordingly. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

8. I am often able to read people’s true emotions 
correctly through their eyes. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

9. In conversations, I am sensitive to even the 
slightest change in the facial expression of the 
person I’m conversing with. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
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10. My powers of intuition are quite good when it 
comes to understanding others’ emotions and 
motives. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

11. I can usually tell when others consider a joke to 
be in bad taste, even though they may laugh 
convincingly. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

12. I can usually tell when I’ve said something 
inappropriate by reading it in the listener’s eyes. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

13. If someone is lying to me, I usually know it at 
once from that person’s manner of expression. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

H. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following?  
 Strongly 

Disagree 
   Strongly 

Agree 
1. A product that I buy should be compatible with my lifestyle. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. A product that I buy should be compatible with my needs. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. A product that I buy should fit well with the way I like to do things.  1 2 3 4 5 

I. To what extent do you ACCEPT the following?  
 Not 

acceptable 
at all 

   Acceptable 

1. Return the product because it is defective. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Return the product because it does not fit. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Return the product because the buyer changed mind. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. Return the product because the buyer finds a lower price 
elsewhere. 

1 2 3 4 5 

5. Return the dress that buyer wore for an event. 1 2 3 4 5 
6. Buyer buys a product at a discount price at one store, and then 
returns it to another store for full refund. 

1 2 3 4 5 

7. After buyer buys the product, he/she changes the price tag with a 
higher price, and then returns the product back to a higher refund. 

1 2 3 4 5 

J. Please indicate how often do the people you know behave in the manner described? 
 Never    Very often 
1. Return the product because it is defective. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Return the product because it does not fit. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Return the product because the buyer changed mind. 1 2 3 4 5 
4. Return the product because the buyer finds a lower price elsewhere. 1 2 3 4 5 
5. Return the dress that buyer wore for an event. 1 2 3 4 5 
6. Buyer buys a product at a discount price at one store, and then 
returns it to another store for full refund. 

1 2 3 4 5 

7. After buyer buys the product, he/she changes the price tag with a 
higher price, and then returns the product back to a higher refund. 

1 2 3 4 5 

K. Please read the following definition and indicate “Is this behavior legitimate or 
opportunistic”? 

Legitimate behavior: the behavior that is in accordance with retailers established rules, 
principles, or standards. 

Opportunistic behavior: the use of dishonest or unethical behaviors to achieve self-interests, 
including such as lying, stealing, and cheating. 
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 Legitimate Opportunistic 
1. Return the product because it is defective. 1 2 
2. Return the product because it does not fit. 1 2 
3. Return the product because the buyer changed mind. 1 2 
4. Return the product because the buyer finds a lower price elsewhere. 1 2 
5. Return the dress that buyer wore for an event. 1 2 
6. Buyer buys a product at a discount price at one store, and then returns it 
to another store for full refund. 

1 2 

7. After buyer buys the product, he/she changes the price tag with a higher 
price, and then returns the product back to a higher refund. 

1 2 

 
Please select a store that 
you are most familiar 
with, and answer the 
following questions. 

Macys JCPenney BestBuy Amazon.
com 

Ebay.com Overstock
.com 

Others, 
please 
specify 

L. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following?  
 Strongly 

disagree 
   Strongly 

agree 
1. Returning the product at this store is more expensive than at another store. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. It will cost less to return the product at another store than at this store. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. It is possible to return the product without paying too much penalty at this store.  1 2 3 4 5 
4. It is cheaper to return the product at this store than at another store. 1 2 3 4 5 

M. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following? 
 Strongly 

disagree 
   Strongly 

agree 
1. I believe that return procedure at this store is cumbersome to deal with. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. It’s complicated to do product returns at this store.  1 2 3 4 5 
3. I believe that product return procedures are very complex at this store.   1 2 3 4 5 
4. I believe that it is fairly simple to return product at this store.  1 2 3 4 5 

N. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following?  
 Strongly 

disagree 
   Strongly 

agree 
1. It’s likely that the product I purchased in this store will fail to meet 
the performance requirements originally intended by the purchase. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. It’s likely that shopping in this store will cause me to lose control over 
the privacy of my personal and payment information. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. It’s likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial 
loss due to the hidden costs. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. It’s likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial 
loss due to maintenance costs. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. It’s likely that shopping in this store will cause me to suffer a financial 
loss due to the lack of warranty in case of faults. 1 2 3 4 5 

6. It’s likely that the seller may fail to deliver me the product or make a 
late delivery. 1 2 3 4 5 

7. It’s likely that the product I purchased will not be liked by my friends. 1 2 3 4 5 
8. It’s likely that I will be laughed at by my friends for buying this 
product. 1 2 3 4 5 

O. To what extent do you satisfy with the following?  
  Very 

Dissatisfied 
   Very 

Satisfied 
1. General return instructions of this store. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. The convenience of making return at this store. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. The overall process of making return at this store. 1 2 3 4 5 
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4. The overall process of receiving credit for the returned 
merchandise. 1 2 3 4 5 

P. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following?  
  Strongly 

Disagree 
   Strongly 

Agree 
1. Based on my experience, I would not shop at this store for a type of product 
again. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. It's likely that I will visit the store in the future. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. I would recommend to a friend that he/she shop at this store. 1 2 3 4 5 
 

Q. Demographic Information  
 
1. Gender: Male (1) Female (2)  
 

2. Your age? (1) 18- 20 yrs (2) 22-25 yrs (3) 26-30 yrs (4)31-35 yrs (5) Over 35 yrs  
 

3. Your 
personal 
Income? 

(1) Less than 
$20,000 

(2) $20,001-
40,000 

(3) $40,001-
60,000 

(4) $60,001-
80,000 

(5) $80,001-
100,000 

(6) $100,001-
120,000 

(7) $120,001-
140,000 

(8) $140,001-
160,000 

(9) More than 
$160,000 

 

 
4. Educational 
qualification 

(1) Some High School (2) High School 
Grad. 

(3) Some 
College 

(4) College Grad (5) 
Graduate 
School 

 
5. My ethnicity 
is 

(1) White (2) Black (3) Hispanic (4) Asian  (5) Pacific Islander 
(6) 
Multiracial 

(7) Other    

            
Thank you for your time. 
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